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PADUCAH. ICY, WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 29,190r
, TWO CASES OF
APPENDICITIS
MISS MATTIE WILSON SISTER
OF Ej-COUNTY ATTORNEY
OF LIVINGSTON COUNTY.
BROUGHT TO THE CITY YESTERDAY




Miss Mattie Wilson, of Smithland,
was brought to the city yesterday
suffering with appendicitis. Miss Wil-
son is the s seer of ex-County Attor-
ney C. H. Wilson, of Livingston
county, and her brother and Dr. La-
Rue accampanied Miss Wi:son here.
An operation was performed ,at
Riverside hosp tat late yesterday af-
ternoon. The operation was
cess, and the young lady is





Dr. Sears a Victim.
Dr. C. Manning Scars is suffering
from an attack. of append eitis at his
home at Tyler. The doctor is quite
and an operation may be neces-
sary.
Clint Boaz Better.
Clint Boat. who is suffering with
blood poison at the R-verside hos-
pital, caused by a slight cut on the
leg a few weeks ago. While his con-
dition is arel serious, the doctors
think he has a good chance for re-
covery.
• Tom Sears
Tom Sears :s seriously ill with
dysentery at his home, cornet
Twelfth and Madison.
Clyde Moore Convalescing.
Clyde. the twelve-year-old son of
Wm. Moore, of Seventeenth and
Tenne‘see streets, is convalescing
from an attack of malarial fever.
KENTUCKY
AND MISSOURI TAKING LEAD
IN DOLLAR COMPAIGN
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
• Ohio, Indiana and Illinois Are Not
Coming Up to the Mark—Money
Coming in Slow.
Wlashington, D. C., Aug. 11.—The
non James S. Sherman, chairman of
the republican congressional 'cam-
paign committee, complains that dol-
lar sObscriptions are not flowing into
the coffers of rile committee ma rap-
idly as he would like. In the middle
western states, he says, so far as sub-
scriptions are -concerned, Kentucky
and Misarsuri republicans are taking
the lead. but Ohio, Indiana and 1111- Alderman Lederman sad yesterday
nois are not coming up to the mark. that the idea is worth a thorough
Mr. Sherman :makes a big claim as to investigation, as it offers great possi-
what his party will do in the central - bilities for the future.
west at the November election. He
likewise claims that his party wil
carry the next house.
_ 
LARGE SUM FOR INSURGENTS
Friends of Movement Said to Have
$8,o0o,00o Ready.
New York, Aug. 28.—It was stated
on good authority yesterday that a
fund exceeding $8,000,00n is now avail- are many traction comjianies which
able in this city for the use of the would bid on a franchise of the sort.
Cuban revolutionists. I . Railway Company Anxious.
This fund is now larger by $3,1300,-` Asiathe Oak street fine will be on
000 than was expected when it was of the longest within the city limits
Planned shortly after the elections d sposed of for a long while it it
which seated the Palma faction. The, of proportionate Importance. Should
fund is available for the imenediate it be secured by the Street Railway
purchase of arms and munitions of company, it will shut out any possible
war, and it is broadly hinted that competition for many sears. The
two small sthip s have seen bought and Street Railway company, i n order te
will be used as soon as they are load-, effect this, will, of course, be willing
ed. A riling naval officer, until re-.Lfro pay a large SIMI for the privilege,
cently in the United States regular end the addition of a north and south
service, is said to be Interested in the inasmtich as it would attract
latter enterprise. hiddere is therefore being condidered
The mayor is hopeful that the
Lran'oria 'Zwick Hign Water Mark, money received from the street rail-
way franchise -will pay for budding
the vladuct. When it was suggested
that the starting of a work so import- •
ant to the city might be markedbyap.
year: for fresh fruit picked from the. propriate ceremonies, he said: "We'll'
trees, althoesch 3 and '3 r-a rents per have the ceremonies When wc sell the
pound has 'teen paid in previous years. franchise,"
of the most ye-liable street railway 
those points respectively."
franchises to dispose of that we have 
e statement then continues. "Ore
had in a long while." said the mayor 
shipments to points in the South be.
yesterday. "We intend to sell it in
the way that will bring the city the BOARD OF EDucAriori
most money and the best terms. If
the plan of extending the franchise
so as to give ingress into the heart of
the city is thought to be best suited
to our general idea, we shall adopt
It."
yond Grand Jonsson the Standard
i'aid company sfiould have paid the
different lawful rates for the different
points of destination, but was given
concessions which averaged aays per
cent. of the published rate. The
same :s true of shipments handled by
the Chicago and Eastern Illinois and
Fvansville and Terre Haute to Evans-
ville, Ind., and points beyond.
'The concessions given to thc
Standard Oil company by the Lake
Shore and Michigan Southern road
were in the shape of, storage charges
t Chicago of five cents per tort per
on all oil delayed 'in delivery.
er oi shippers were compelled to
ipay storage charges.
"The charges against the Illinois
Central and Southern railroads are
the same as those in relation to the
Ippments made to points beyond
Grind Juntion."
ft was declared by the District At-
torney's office that the penalty for
each offense Alleged in the indict-
is a finesof not leas than $1,000 nor
more than $ao,000. It is believed by
the government attorneys that the
lawyers for the Standard 011 com•
party IVO enter the appearance of the
c nrporation in court as soon as they
have examined the indictments. There
is no author ty at the present allow, I
trig the arrest of the officers of a
corporation against which indictments I
have been found.
"V‘ 
triDEneCLuIeNnE iToOtoWlOaiRI Kat GreenON ReOpAbDy
SentPHILADELPHIA BANK AND REAL
County Judge.
Greenup, Ky., Aug. 28.---,County
Judge William J A. Rardin remand-
ed nine men to the county jail for
failure to work the county roads
There were eleven arrests tut two
were dismissed at trial.The mine men-
tioned above refused positively to
either work the roads or pay the:r
fines, hence were sent to jail. They
have employed the Hon. C. L. Wil-
liams of 'Catlettsburg to look after
their interests, and claim they have
a recourse against the county for fine
and. imprisonment, and the cases are





ING OF ITS FRANCHISES.
Expects to Lay Out Good Sized
Routes to Be Endorsed in
One Franchise.
Competition in tractions and the
e sposal of public franchises at prices
cammensurate with their values are
new doctrines which have won many
converts recently in Louisville, says
the Herald. The latest proposition to
meet with general interest and in
SOTIIC eager favor, is to dispose of a
c-oas-town street railway franchise in
connection with that original'y con-
templated at the complet:on of the
Oak-street viaduct. The plan is to
give a north and south line, along
Fifth or First streets, as well as one
connecting the east ana west along
Oak street.
Besides making a much more valu-
able franchise, this plan would enable
a poss ble competitor of the Street
Rai way compa y to enter, and to se-
cure an opejfg wedge for the ex-
tension of. $t' lines with the growth
of the ca and the expiration of the
franchise of the present company
For traction companies projecting in-
terurban lines to the south, the pro-
posed franchise would give the
needed means of ingress into the city,
and would enable the mun:cipality,
and not the Street Railway company,
to secure the revenue arising from the
use of the streets for that purpose.
Mayor Barth said yesterday that
this plan will be discussed when the




Each o fthe 6.08 counts in the ten
tadictments covers an alleged offense,
and Is based on a tank car shipment
of peroleum products from the re-
fineriA at Whiting, Ind. Accorchi
to a statement issued after the in-
dictments had been returned from the
office of the United States district
attorney. these shipmentsiere car
eied by the follow ng road . Chicago,
rurling and Quincy Chicago and Al-
ton, Chitago and Eastern Illinois
Evansville ahd Terre Haute, Illinois
Central, Southern, Lake Shore and
Mich gan Southern.
According to this statement the
Burlington and Alton roads "had
published lawful rates of eighteen
cents per too pounds to East St.
I.ouis from Whiting, and nineteen
,and one-half cents to St. Lou s, but
carried oil for the Standard Oil com-
pany on a secret unpublished rate at
six and seven aqd one-half cents to
"We realize that we shall have one
S- ,„,-, Lal., Aug. .‘1.--slhe cash
price of lemons la. now Bit high-
water mark, 4 septs..'per pound. the
highest Trice ()Wiled here in five
"However," sad he, "the plan
would not be practicable unless there.
were a competitor with the Street
Railway company for the franchise.
If it were the only one to bid. it
would be worse than useless. It
should be remembered alas, that
some streets should be reserved for
use as highways, and should be free
from street railway Unes." Mr. Led-
erman said that, in his opinion, ther•
ESTATE CO., WITH $7,-
500,000 DEP= SUSPENDS
DIED A WEEK AGO AND INVESTIGATION OF HII3
AFFAIRS DISCLOSES BANK TO BE IN A SERIOUS CONDI-
TION—DOORS CLOSED YESTERDAY AFTERNOON AND
CLEARING HOUSE ASSOCIA 'LIONS IS LNVESTIGATING--
RUMORS OF WRECK.
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 28.—At 2:25
o'clock this afternoon the city was
thrown into a state of excitement by
the closing of the doors of the Phila.
delphia Banking and Trust company,
one of the largest financial institu-
tions in thc city.
At the hour indicated the doors
closed and a rotice of the bank's ens-
pencon was posted. The deposits in
,he bank amount °to over $7,5cio,000.
Otte week ago, August at, Frank Ke
Hippie president of the bank tficts4
and the investigation of his affaire
resulted in startling disclosuritla
of the bank. So serve is the set:a-
eon that the beak tas suspended.
A lawny Wooded meeting of the
Phitadelpitia Clearing House associa-
tion waermwiedtately cal;ed to con-
s der the failure and to determine
%%Maher or not the other banks
should extend aid to the trust com-
pany which does a large real estate
business. The meeting was held be-
hind c'osed doors and up to a late
hour this afternoon notf•ing had been
given oto.
Among the rumors affoat is one
to the effect that the bank is in a
'.cry had condition if not entirely
which serous'y affect the condi:MO reeked.
 •
Ten True Bills for Oil Trust:
6,428 Counts in Indictments;
Fines May Reach $128,560,000
Chicago, Aug. 28.—The first and
second federal grand jut'tes yesterday
returned ten indictments against the
Standard Oil company before Judge
Bethea, in the United States circuit
court. The indictmento which con-
tain 6,428 counts, are all in connec-
tion with the granting of rebates. No
rai.road was mentioned in the indict-
ments
IS  STILL DEADLOCKED,
MET LAST NIGHT AND ADOPTED SAME COURSE OF STUDY
AS LAST YEAR, WITH THREE EXCIIIPTIONS--WHEN ELEC-
TION 0.F TEACHERS WAS SPRUNG BOARD WAS DIVIDED,
HALF AND HALF, CONTINUING TRW DEADLOCK.
The Board of Education mei last
night with the twelve members pret
cnt, and the election of an English
teacher is no nearer a settlemedt
:ban it,was two months ago, and the
only progress made by the board ia
my direction last night was the adops
'ion of the course of study, -which ii
•o be the same as last year. with the
INception of the omission of Swin-
.on's First Reader in, the first grade
and Baldwin's Second- Reader "49
tee pencil %sea adopted and three
Nmerican History was added to the
high school.
After this re e;iininary sleirrnisk:
member Reckenbacli moved that the
hoard go into a committee of the'
whole. This was adopted.
Mr. Beckenbach then proposed that,
Mist Emma Morgan be elected a prin-
cipal. •
Meoilter Walston proposed that!
Mliss Mlorgar's name be dropped anif
sofne one else elec ert rnglish teach-,
er until after tha "Cove's:bee elettlar
and the new board ell the ware
At this juncture the members got
busy and the talk began. President
Williamson charged (that Mir Mar
gan, As reincipal,, Its41 nat er, • -tat-
isfaction, and augrrasterl s' 4. the
board wait until Profr, or Pa ne re-
turned. 1;
' Member Karnes arose and defend-
ed Miss Morgan and stated that 'no
charges had ever come before this
board
Member Byrd stated that Professor
Payne wanted to select the teachers,
but that he had nothing to do with it
Mr. Beckenhach then proposed that
the board appoint Miss Morgan until
after the election, either as principal
or teacher of English until the No-
vember. election. This was rejected.
Mr. Walston then proposed to leave
out both" applicants for teacher of
English and let one of the tearacrs
already elected take the place and the
new board decide on a teacher after
November. Rejected.
Mr. Beckerrbach then proposed that
the selection of an English teacher
be submitted to arbitration', and for
the opponents of Miss Morgan to
name any one of the other boards of
the city or organization as arbitra-
tors. No action was taken on this
proposition. „
• •
The committee of the whole then
arose and resumed sitting ass hoard.
Mr. 'Walston moved that the board
go into the elestion of all other teach-
ers except that of English and akvoit
Ole return of Professor Payne before
taking up that one. 011 t toll earl
YOL. 23e NUMBER 1ts9
EARLY FROST NIPS IOWA.
Mercury Drops to Forty Degrees, But II C. WRECK
Crops Are Reported Unhurt. I
Ues Moines, Iowa, Aug. 28.—Frost
was reported in Iowa lowlands today
for the first time this season, althougn
it is not thought that the great Iowa
corn crop will suffer damage because'
of it. The mercury dropped as 1(7)10
as 40 St Cedar 'Ds 'I'd: 2-14 Cr'
,.• L., . :or 11.• •
years. Charles City reported light
frosts, although the temperature
was 42.
'Burlington, Iowa, Aug. a8.—After
two weeks of blistering weather the
mercury fell forty-seven degrees and
it is uncomfortably cold here.
RINKLIFF RESIGNED
FROM BOARD OF PUBLIC
WORKS AND IS SUCCEED-
ED BY GEORGE LANG-
STAFF.
Duties of the Office Interfered With
Mr. Rinkliff's Business, and for
That Reason He Retires
From the Board.
AT CAIRO
DIXIE: 'FLYER WRECKED AT
CAltio YESTERDAY MORN-
ING AT 2:35.
SPLIT SWIM* WAS THE CAUSE
Baggage Muter D. J. McDonald,




Mr. George Langstaff, president of 
of the car leaving the rails.
24 years of age, and is a brother-in
B
the Langstaff-Orm Manufacturing 
aggagemaster McDona-d s about
s
I/W of Supt. Ewing olatlie St. Louis
Company, and one of the city' yeiser  mr•St
enterprising and substantial citizens and Otiro Dirvision of the road. He
has been selected by
to succeed M. Rinkliff. Mr. Lane- ki,7441 a wIllses•
staff was slow to make up his mind to 
sconnuts.
s.
accept the appointment for the rea- 
MISS
son that his large interests requires ..iks
almost all of his time, but was finally TR* 




His appointment will meet with the
pp 
 rig
to the discription of his sister
Hearing tik a young lady answer-
confidence he enjoys




the board from its organization, early hotel faro ta:. 0. Sommers came to
i
F adiucah again




official,ancl- h a 
. Ezell, of Greenville
above reproach. When the 'ate Ed 'X's.
P. Noble resigned from the board 
city thoroughly but were unsuccess-Ast previous to his death Mr. Kink- I
tiff, though a republican in politic! !fa!, and . mystery of Miss Sour-
was two demskelected by eaticluier's disappearance is yet unaolvoL
tket
rc embem to succeed' la. Noble as The two gentlemen returned tc
president af the board, a place whichfireenville Yesterday afternoon.'
he has filled in a 
mot  
Ivos Lacey Sommers disappearedMis as creditable so 
several days ago. Dr. Sommers was
'frrn her home at Jackson, Imn,manner.
makes the bassi( entirely democratic, . n 
,..
The selection of Mr. Lang-staff
erc baturdayllearching for her.
but neither one of the three members
are clalTed as partisans.
I. C. Passenger train No. 2031
known as the "Dixie Flyer" was
wrecked at Cairo yesterday morning
at , 2:35. Baggage Master D. J.
McDonald was, instantly kil:ed and
John Thoinpeon. a negro porter had
his left arm broken. These were the
only persons injured. The wreck oc-
cured just as the train was entering
Cairo, and was caused by the front
trucks of the baggage car taking a
/witch. 'Ms caused the car to sleet
across the track, which at this point
President John G. Rinkliff, of the was Oined by freight cars on either
Board of Public Worse, has resigned s de, and the baggage car was re-
as a member of that body on account duced to kindling wood.
of the duties of the place requiring Detectim •Will Baker, of the city
was inmore time from his 'business than he the smoker. returning from
can afford to give it. For some St. Louis w.th the negro Gus Arm-
months Mr. Rinkliff has contemplated strong,  wanted here for malicious cut-
resigning so as to devote all of his
tint_genductor J. A. Y. nmmerman andtime to his business, and, in 
fact, did
resign early in the ygar, but withdrew ts
t—
r—gineer Ike Sweet had charge of the
it at the request of the mayor until rain and the engineer states that he
later in the year. In June he 
in-
shut off steam and threw on the
nounced that he desired to resign and air brakes as soon as he felt the jar
to make it effective in August.
WIRELESS TEROPLANE
PAXTLY BUCCIIISFUL
Brantforek Ont., Aug. 38.—Dr. Al-
exander Graham Bell's "wireless aero-
plane," which is -attracting the 
atten-
tion of Canadian and American sci-
entists, assembled, hers, bad a pre-
liminary test yesterday. Capt. Angel-
artier of Chicago the navigator, Soto
ceeded in rising to a height of 200
feet, turning a complete circle and
alighting safely a few feet from the
starting point. Dr. BeWs Bylaw ma-
chine is operated by wireless elec-
trical energy supplied from the earth
Next Tuesday a flight from London
to Toronto will be attempted
Happy Father.
The stork vis ted the residence 01
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gardner'
Tenth and Ohio streets yesterday,
and left a fine ten-pound boy.
the vote stood 6 to 6, and the board
adjourned.
The board is equally divided and
each side is determined to stand pat.
The contention being over the elec-
tion of a teaclesr of English, six • of
the members favoring the re-election
of Miss Firma Morgan to that posi-
tion and six being opposed to her re-
election.
The School Board meets in regular
session. next Tuesday night, and if
the deadlock continues the colored
schools cannot open the following
week for the teason that none of the
colored teashers Lave been elected,
and thsre are :Ito sc or eight sale—
teac!iiers yrt to be • 1-,-ted.
. The is ta.'s of .t.nettss nioeting of
eS Alms to take action, but even1
ti ca etc ;bin, ,n he 4ne f either
"lie r.ri.;n- ."ate. and the voila-
'bailie., -.se that flu. quest. .n will he
an 'sem .- t tb' r t-eniber _ele rim]
COMER IS APPARENTLY
NOMINATED IN ALABAMA
Bier ngham, Ala.. Aug 2.8.—Re-
tnrns11, today's primary are slow
coming in because of the large list
of offices and the somber of candi-
datesPalsbaras op to 9 o'clock are
from scattered districts in North
Alabama, and thus far B. B. Come:
has carried every district for Go',.
ernor. over R. M Cunningham.
Henry B. Gray is leading for
lieutenant governor; S. D. Weakly
for chief justice, is ahead by a slight
majority.
For alternate United States senator.
fnattivarcov. Joseph F. Johnston is
.rading the field, and second place is
closely contested by John H. Bank-
head and John B. Kticx.
GRAYSON SPRINGS SOLD.
Illinois Central Railroad Will Make
Improvements.
tlizsabslown, Ky., Aug. 28.—In-toocip 
finches here to she aka
that the Miercke brothers have sold
the Grayson Springs to the Illinois
Central Railroad for %motto. The
Merck brothers purchased the prop-
erty a few years ago for $3o,000, and
consequently dotit's tneir inveatment.
The fllinois Central will build an elec-
tric 4011" line from the railroad to the
springs, and make it one of the most
valuable health resorts in the state.
vomit* ELK HEAD TO MARRY
0. P. Cronk to Wed Dicnrced Wife
of Tobacco Magnate's Son.
()trivia, r,b., Aita. 28 —George I?.
C ef Oesslia, armer grand ex-
a!ted ruler of the Elks, is to be mar-
ried to Mrs. Cora Lathrop Patterson,
the divorced wife of the son of a'
*flitilenx;.( "irlitrot'd t tobeses
mem volyoui erbult's first wife assault
ed in Cowell. Bluff! three years' art
RI1 UP
OUT'N THE GROUND—CURI-
OUS ANTICS OF A CISTERN
AT HARDIN, MO.




St. Louis, Aug. 28.—A sixteen-foot
cistern on the place occupied by Jas.
smith of Hardin, the county seat of
Calhoon county, ill., has astonished
the residents of that place by risini,
six feet out of the ground in half a
day. The cause °rile phenomenon
is unknown. The cistern was com-
pleted recently and had no water in
it, until a heavy rain last Sunday
morning. Mrs. Smith was in the yard
vihen she noticed the ground over the
cistern arch was cracking. In aston-
ishment she called to her husband,
but by the time he reached the cis-
tern the arch was out of the ground
six inches and still rising.
M'r. Smith, amazed, ran to his
neighbors and, the news spreading
over the town, soon fifty residents
and business men were watching the
cistern come up inch by inch.
Before the afternoon was over, the
top of the arch, which in the morn-
ing was on a level with the ground,
was about five and one-'half feet above
it. It required a tall !Ilan to look
down into the cistern. Water was in
it.
The cistern has been photographed
and souvenir post cards made of it,
to be scattered by Hardin people all
over the country. The most remask-
able feature of it is that neither the
brick walls nor the cement were dam-
aged, and the arch is in as good con-
dition as before the cistern began to
rise. The only theory advanced is
that the cistern was dug over a vein
in the rock carrying a natural gas
and that the hot weather caused the
gas Which had collected under the
brick and cement bottom to expand
and force the whole mass upward
through the earth.
At first superstitious persona were
terrorized, but curiosity drew them
to watch the movementc of the ciatern




Beaumont Negroes Resent Enforce-
ment of Vagrant Law.•
'Beaumont, Tex., Aug. 28.—Ithe ne-
groes of Beaumont, according to an
unsigned letter, have totalled an or-
ganization for the purpose of resent-
ing anything done to punish any ot
their race by the officials of the city
Friday night she officers of the city
rounded sip almost a hundred negroes
in the dives of the city. who were
fined as vagrants, or ordered to leave
town. Many negroes left the city the
next day, and it was thought that this
would be the end of the anatter, un-
til the threatening letter was re-
ceived tonight. The letter warns
'Nlayor Fetcher of trouble and ends
by saying that the negroes will yet
rule this city. The city authorities
have the matter in hand tonight, and
if a secret organization has been per-
fected to precipitate arouble with the
whites action will be taken to end
its existence in short order.
SAYS NO MAN IS WORTH
A Stoo.000 SALARY.
Beikfontalne, Ohio, Aug. e7.—"No
man is worth a salary of Coo,000." de-
ckired Governor Hanky, of Indiana,
irt a chautatiqua ntlilreaa as he berated
the management of the big inaurance
companies and declared that the resig-
nation of the officers was not ienffici-
ena to satisfy the people who have
bees plundered. He said that greed,
avarice and the lust of gain were 1-•-
sponsible for So per cent of the
crimes of the nation and, more men-
acing than treason or war.
ChdIces to Deal% on Meat.
New York, Aug. 27 . —John Sewell,
said to be a member of a wealthy
Long Island family. choked to death
today while eating dinner at theheme
of Jacob Du'hler. in Christopher
street. Duhler invite& Sewell to dine
with him and the man, in swallowing
a piece of meat strangled. Before
the ambulance arrived he was dead..
MIDNIGHT CLOSING.
— —
Nashville's Mayor Signs New Saloon
(11rdinasee.
NaFihville, Tenn.. Aug. 22.—Under
an ordinance which recently passed
The council, and which was approved
by Mayor Morris today. all saloons in
Nashville must close hereafter from
midnight to 5 a. m. The law became
effective tonight. One result of the
law has been to throw many bar-
keepers, porters, ete., out of empLoY-
ment. It is also a solar plexus blow
In the gamblers •
Shot by a Drunken Man.
.flickman. Ky.. Aug. 28.—Louis Ro-
mer. proprietor of the Romer hotel
of Moscow 'Ky., eight m les east of
Hickman. was shot twice and serious-
ly wounded by John Ricket. Ricket
was drunk and disorderly and Mr. Ra-
nier attempted to quiet him, but this
made Ricket mad And he shot him
twice. He is still at large, hut a
thorough search is being made Mr.
Renter is 54 years of age, while Rick-
- hi a younger man, Omit 3g.
TWICE DEAD
IS P. J. KEMPLIDR, OF CHICAGO,
ACCORDING TO TESTI-
MONY.
Wife Collected Sa,000 Insurance on
His Life, But He Is Now
Pronounced Alive.
Chicago, Aug. 27.—P. J. Kemple:,
twice identified as dead, and whose
wife collected $4,0coo from, life insur-
ance companies on the -strength of
the identifications, has been located
fourteen miles from Allegan; Mich.
The finding of Kempler—which
gives color to the •story told by Mrs.
Kempler as to baying sought her er-
rant spouse while disguised as a farm
maiden—leaves the police in the midst
of twq mysteries confering_about the
two dead men who were supposed to
be Kempler. •
Witio was Kempler. deceased, No.
Who was Kem,pler, deceased, No. 2?
Yesterday morning Sheriff Whit-
beck and a deputy left Allegan, Mich..
in quest of Kempler. He had been
located in Lee township, fourteen
miles from Allegan. It is known pos-
itively that Kempler was at Scot Lake
in Lee Township -just prior to the
search instituted by the sheriff. The
sheriff today will take up the hunt.
and expects to find 'kis man and send
him to Chicago.
'Kentpler's discovery leaves the pri-
nce with two mysteries on their
hands. Unidentified men are found
every week in Chicago, but none of
them is possessed of valuables of the
character found on the corpse last
identified by the "widow." In such
cases there is always questions from
relatives or friends. As a second con-
sideration, the fact that the valuables
tallied exactly with the possessions
known to have been those of Kempler
leaves many possibilities.
There is no ev dence that Kerup'er
had tired of his wife and desired to
leave her and bury all traces of him-
'elf at the same time. This might
lead to the somewhat gruesome resort
of placing one's valuables in the pock-
ets of 3 corpse and leaving it to float.
But where did) the convenient body
conic into play.
The police have the theory that the
man found with the valuables was.
murdered by someone and that the
valuables were placed'in the clothing
for the purpose of covering the mur-
der.
Kempler is expected to thtrow.
some light upon this mystery when
he is found. He is expected to tell
-what valuables Ise had at the time,
what he did with them and whether
or not the things iciund on the "'float-
er" were in reality his own.
Captain O'Brien has his force at
work on the mystery and expects to
have some definite information as to




Mrs. George Bohmarin's Forgetful-
mess Causes Husband to 'take
Summer Trip Alone.
"My God, my baby's on that train!"
This was the startling cry of MT;
George Bohmann. who lives on the
Seventh street road, near the city.
as the Big Four excursion train bound
for Benton Harbor, Mich., palled out
of the Seventh street station shortly
after 8 o'clock this morning says the
botisville Tirrteti
Au she uttered this exclamation
which attracted the attention of the
crowd ea the platform. she made a
frantic effort to make her way to the
train shed, where danger of death tin-
der train wheels threatened her at ev-
ery Wit.
To Gatekeeper Louis Kiefer she
told, between gasps, that she had
boarded the train, leaving an umbrel-
la on the depot bench, and had alight-
ed to secure it, thinking she had plen-
ty of time. As she turned to walk
back into the shed she heard the
clang of the ben and the wend of the
wheels as the train ztarted to pall
out.
Before she had finished the story
the train was steaming over the Big
'Form bridge.
"But, madam." said Kiefer, after
Mrs. Bohmann had finisher her tale.
"I saw you go' through the gate, hut
didn't see any baby in your arms."
Despite her chagr;n, Mrs. Bohmann
,wmiled and Ra'41: "Oh. T didn't mean
' a baby in reality. I had reference to
my husband. You know, I have called
j him by no other name since we were
' married, twenty-eight years ago."
' ,Mr. Tio'hmann, who la a widely-
known farmer of Jefferson county. is
a man of large 'Proporttiona, being
six feet four Inches in height and
weighing 250 panatela. Mrs. Bohr
mann s almost two feet Ices in sta-
ture than her husband ant weighs
about a third as much.
After she had somewhat rekovered
from her excitement. Mrs. Bohenann
sent a telegram to Greensburg, 
end., i
to her hatband reassuring him of her
 !
safety andonaking arrangements to:
join him ahd.continue the journey to
the northern summer teeort.
"I wander if it's literary true.
thca saa that the 'darkest hour is lust
before dawn. I fall over eyrrything
Is the hOusr.."--PhiladelWt Le4ger.
DOG PROUD OF CLOTHES,
Canine That Is Very Xneh Dis-
tressed When Deprived of
Correct AppareL
There Is a dog in Augusta who
dresses just like a man, wearing the
regulation coat, vest, collar aid cravat
and la,very proud of his apparel, seem-
!ugly, being very much distressed and
ashamed whenever his busy master
does not have time to rig him up in
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
Chronicle.
"If there are any who are "from
Missouri," they may be satisfied by
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis
street, near the city hall, where they
can be introduced to him by his mas-
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of
the smithy.
He wears them with a conscious dig-
nity end is hugely delighted when any-
one stone to notice his attire and com-
ment thereon. He will gaze ineently
at each speaker and joyously wag his
tail when complimented upon his ap-
pearance.
It is not known what whim induced
the blacksmith to thus clothe his es-
nine pet "in all points like as we are."
But he certainly devised Mei dogs
doses most ingeniously. No detail is
wanting. The eet of his coat Is after
the latest mode—has pockets, too—
ths collar is nicely laundered and the
szavat is tied with correct smartness.
The first thing In the morning be
mast be properly dreesed, or else be
elites. piteously. After he has been
docked anoording to his usual custom
his Joy knows no bounds, and he di..
plays his pleasure with muck bark-
tag sad wagging of his tail. He has
tb• litslost contempt for the host of
naked dogs who roam sheet tbe street
and absolutely refuses to associate
with them, manifesting a spirit of out-
raged indignation at their hamod
atty.
"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Village of 1,700 People Who Seem
to Have Cione Spiritually
to Sleep.
”Pagen Hook" is the name sow en-
joyed by the quiet little village of
Hoek which is situated sorne three
miles from Kingston-on-Thames.
Be lost in indifference is this village
ttutt the vicar, the Rev. W. IL Ding-
well, has thrown up the cure of the
parish In despair, says a recent Loa-
don report
"I have worked hard here for nearly
three years," said the vicar, Is an in.
terview, -and it seems largely in vain
bay, spoken to the people peasant/1Y
and have implored them to come to
Church, but they will not do it.
"No effort, either spiritual or ma-
terial, no concert, whether high-claes
or seemingly 'popular,' DO breach n
church activity that I have been.able
to devise or carry on will induce the
people of Hook to come to church.
-There is a population of 1,700 peo-
ple, but many of them absolute.' re-
fuse to attend church. In fast. only
200 out of the 1,700 have attended
church, and some of these even are not
Hook people.
"The fact is that the village is spir-
itually asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist places of wosship, nor do
they go golfing or motoring. They
have simply gone to sleep and they do
not give a thought to spiritual things."
The vicar has now departed for the
West Indlee on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhab-
itants of "Pagan Hook" are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
earnest entreaty to the reverend gen-
tleman to return to them.
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT.
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment 'merle Out on
His Arm.
The precise and high-priced talloi
drew a chalk picture on the customer
Who was -tryiqg on," rc:ates the Pros'
edence Journal, stuck three pins in
him and said:
"The moat radical chance in gar
melee ;or gent;emin 1.r aintur wee-
this year will come in the fue-litiee
overcoat. We have been driven to it
by a detachable fur collar which, em
made Its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permanent oo'..lar
of a $16 ready-made topcoat in a way
that will puzzle an expert to detect lis
on and off features. Of course, that
tells the fur collar for the rick and
'dressy' gentleman who has a genuine
fur coat. We shall make the collar b:
the expensive coat of the name ma-
terial as thn cloth of the coat, or of
velvet, cut • little wider than the col-
lar of the ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the
sleeves of the first-clam fur-lined coat
this stetson. They were alweys sug-
gestive of the crushed tragedian."
"how will people know that 'dressy'
ane. wealthy gentlemen have fur-lined
&tater int/aired the oustodia.n, &nee
-They will carry. them inside out on
their arms," replied the precise tailor.
Not the Clam.
Clam niggers are predicting a cold
whiter because the clams are burrow-
ing deep. Just wry a clam should be
given credit for knowing more about
the weedier than human beings is not
deer. &hoe animals may be credited
with superior instiective impressions—
but not a clam—Washington Star.
Exchange of Cealidanoes.
.Husband (during tile honeymoon)—
I was awfully nervous' when I pro.
posed ti you. I was afraid you
Wouldn't Acept me.
Wife—Ad I wee awfully nervous
ler weeks before yott proposed. ) was
afraid yea grouldn't.--Ibkern I
HUNTING BIG LOG.
NOW nix coitancroze GETS AND
PlilLSZSVES ma SPICCIIIENS.
It Is Necessary In Have Outfits as
elgteurdve as Those of Hunters
of Big Game—Some Par-
ticulars.
Those who think dear or mountain
lion hunting to be bard work ought tc
try hunting hawks' nests for awhile
and get a taste of the really strenuous
life. Hawks nest all over the world,
from the equator to the tar north; they
make up one of the largest and most
widely known of any of the bird fam-
ilies. To them belong the great bald
eagles and the tiny sparrow hawks
everyone knows. But their habits are
a. different, so that methods which
will result in the finding of one hawk's
nest, says the Los Angeles Times, will
take the hunter directly by the home
of another Species. The little sparrow
hawk lays its eggs in a hollow tree
while the eagle builda a bulky hest ol
all sorts of sticks and places it In the
very tiptop or the highest available
tree.
The hawk huater—who, by the way,
calls himself an "oelogist"—takes with
him am mush of as outfit as would. o
deer hunter. First of all, he wears a
suit of duck or kbake lemon, or. Prefer-
ably, forest groan Is color.nad instead
of the usual lieb•ry shoes of a bunter,
Heat leather creations wheel eleid to
every movement of the toot ant ding
as tenaciouste to she bark of trees a.
would the *toot To aid him Is
climbing suit toolbar, he earries a
pair of the "slasebere" used by tela
oboes and telegreph linernea. Added
to this is a tit! hen having straps on
each sad so that it may be saail,y car
tied, and in which the eggs are ear.
fully packed in melon.
Entering the forest or the MI-walled
canyon, the modern hawker strikes out
carefully, treading as silently as any
deer hunter, searching the skies few
ikueetly with • held glass for the great
birds be seeks. Hawks, eagles sad
meet of the owls hest In early spring
front the first at February to the end
of May, so that the colleeter must be
aleld early la order to get eggs in
which lasubatian has not commenced
He scans the tops of trees or such
likely pieces as he knows and, finding
some great bulk of stiche looming
darkly &Latest the ma, he ley' down
his parapheasalla and aseenCi the tree
it the hawk he sae of the large speeles
knows as buesard hawks, a rap on the
trunk of the tree well usually send the
emoting bird In streaming eieght frog
her home. With the smaller hawks
this test dem set apply, but the te-
pee-lanced hawker rarely elimbs to a
met from which so bird can be La
timed to fly
Once seeured and brought Well
home, the neat Wag for the -0010111et.
to do LI to preserve the eggs. This be
deem by drtilLae a small kohl to one
aide of the egg and removing the cos
tents by mesas of a blowyl,e. lastra
meets are meoufactared for this pur
pose, and assay are of intrIcate make
for use when the eggs a.ie valuable
and se far iaeutated as to be urusav
able. with the unaided blowpipe
When the eggs are emptied of theft
contents, they are thorough ly drle4
with hot Mr Lad then laid carefully
away in trays of cornmeal to becomi
entirely dry ea saes the air has ler
any drope of moleture. la a day oi
two they are placed in Liver fink nest
of ootton is the drawer if a cabins:
where neemy other hawks' eggs have
preceded them. Each aselLetion is oat,
hlogued, and the eggs are 'Jerked with
a known symbol, so that rot only mae
each est be distinguished ;rem all the
others, but each species Liay also be
known by a glance at the egg and
without reforest,* to the &dated eat&
loom ,
Many thousands of dollars' worth of
hawks' and ether birds' (egg pass an-
nually through the mails of this soon
try. They are sent in exchange be-
tween oolleetors living in widely sep-
arated parts of America, and many
come from Europe, where the study of
birds* egge arid be sport of collecting
them have been developed to • much
greater extent than hem
A rare merlin found only In the
northern part of Cassels during the
breeding season lays an egg worth $16
to its fortunate ender; and not only
this, but the merlin usually lays some
three to five eggs in every nest, so
that a "set" tea the full number of
etre laid by a terd is called) may ba
worth a neat sum to the hawker who
Ands It. But it is not for money that
most of these man who have taken up
this kind of sport go out; many of
them are independently rich, others
are in lucrative positions, but they
take it up as a means of getting oat
Into the world of the wild, and bring
home the eats as 'souvenirs of their
trips. In title this has grown to be
a reviler study, until now almost all
the large EQUINIUXOS have a department
devoted exclusively to the study of the
eggs of birds, living and extinct.
An Esotoptietial Occupation.
• Parietal' sato: who formerly made
• good income in his profession ea now
miming his Living as a cab driver. He
has takes this sheo to spite his at
vorced wife. Wherever he went she
pet a lien in his salary. The seta,
found that the only we/salon in
wetioh his wife wee helpless against
him was CO driving, bemuse he drew
So wages sad had to pay for the hire
of the dab. He says be id, waking
good living and is oulteltaggy.
Getting Hie Shape
Molly—I hoar your brother is Inoue
lag °remota, aew?
Cholly--Oh, yea, he's trAlig to BM
in shape for the winter 110411000 flew
.--Tgalwrs Plationsas.  • %all
Have You
Started?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay








Scieniic- ally Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.
D. ft BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, IT
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights
 we have
at present. Come on.e come all.and hear his maze at 606 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and th e Zonoptione talking ma
chines
from St° to Coo put within the reach of the poor as well 
as the
wealthy. Remember that these machine
s are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for *Cie are gin. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 
i .
$1.00.
We have high ems operatic record.* from $r.00, $e.00, tee°,
eteoo, $5no. All the latest leading opera singers from
 Addalena
Patti, htracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and 
Gasore and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind..
 I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is 
perfect .We
don't gall second hand machines or records.. Every 
machine is
guaranteed and every reoord is perfect and new. We 
don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a ful
l stock of
needele and we will repair your broken machines a
t liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mecha
nism of your Zono-
phone.. I have seo new and latest music from 
ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest 
bands both Am-
nia* and Europe and Orcheetria pieces. My 
concerts will be
from 7 p. ra. to to p. me No pieces played 
twice and we play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night. Remembe
r that you can buy
the Victor machine, it Is no trotible but a plea
stsre. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Vic
tor or Zonophane
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machi
ne friend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OP 
Paducah and don't you





DOC GORDON, the new boo k by 
Mary E. Wilkins, will be
on wale about September 3rd, Thi
s will be one of the greatest
books of the year, and we trim off St 
from the regular $1.50
price. Our price will be so tents and 
it Iola be on sale in
Paducah only at our store.
HARBOR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
Book, Moak and Stationery 
Sellers for the People.
AD
OLIVER, OLIVER & lit'
GREGOR
6012l a, ICg., i
tter
'esiey; Padisoeb. Ky
&thin lid "stem* *ding.
144. 044 'Phase 44
E. H. PURYEAR
Atturney-at-Law
Roosts s sod 6 Itogister WOW*"









BRYAN MEN I NOTHING
e.,,/ce•-..14EW YORK FILLING UP WITH' TO GIVE OUT, THE POLICE
DEMOCRATS FROM ALL SAY, REGARDING THE MUR- The prevent seer of Russia learned
PARTS OF COUNRY. DER OF YOUNG BAKER the art of making an American cock-
esil from an •.merfean phyeielan," said
a man in an uptown saloon whore he
was sipping the old-fasletonee
"I hate that from the physician him-
self," relates tke Mew York Sun.
"Not only that. but I sipped a cock-
taK made from the same formula. out
of a handsomely earred cup which bore
an inscription from the donor, who at
the time was ezareviich, and which
had contained the stirrup cup drunk
at the last meeting between the Rus-
sian heir apparent and the American
doctor.
"The doctor was a few years ago
practicing in a city in western New
York. He was once an attache of the
ltuashtst eseurt este bal some appoint-
ment, I have forgotten what, later on.
"One eveninrs, when he had been
called to see the csareritch, the talk
ran to American drinks. The new
doctor carried his own stock of Amer-
ican liquors. He spoke of the Ameri-
can cocktail which at that time, was
the most called for mixed drink at the
bar.
"The czarevitch was amused at the
name. He thought it was a joke. The
Yankee doctor assured him It was not
"The caareviteh raid he would liks
to try the drink. The doctor brought
in his ingredients and prepared a
cocktail in the presence of, the czars
vitch, who was intensely interested
When be had tasted it he went into ece
stades and called for more.
"After be had trampled several cock
tails he prepared to make the mixture
himself, and learned with much more
ease than than he has learned some
other things since.
"When the American doctor woo
leaving St. Petersburg the czarevitcb
haft ascended the throne. The physt
clan asked leave to pay his respects
and was accorded an audience.
"The emperor reminded him that ht
was an expert in mixing the Ameni
r CZAR mot A otxmcnuhr. *commas AT TIRES.
New lark Darter Taught Slut the
"Fisk, and Ste W.sss/111re
-
Roger Sullivan One of the Big Buss Do Not Connect the Club Found
in the Chicago Party Which a Room at the Richmond House
Will Greet Nebraskan. With the Murder.
New York, Aug. 28.—The city is
filling up with Bryan welcomers.
From now until the day of reception
delegations from all over the coune
try will be arriving almost hourly,
and they will bring with them a lot
-of others.
Attorney General M. J. Cunning-
ham, of Louisiana, reported at the
Victoria Hotel headquarters yester- 1
• say t:tat he expected a delegation (.1
' about twenty-five from New Orleans
next Wednesday, and for whom he is
looking up accommodations. The
,West Virginians have begun to dec-
orate at the Hotel Behslin, where they
will have headquarters. The Missou-
rians and Illinois men, who will lead
the delegations in point of numbers,
are expected to arrive today. The St.
Louis democratic club, 250 strong
will be at the Saranac. The Iroquois,
Club. of St. Joseph, Mo., will reach
here on a special train on Wednesdayi
morning. Iowa is sending a delega-
tion of about 2oo by special train.
The Arizona men, about fifteen of
whom ere expected, will stay at the
Aisonia.
Edward F. Goltra. of St. Louis, uponi
whose yacht ,the Illini Mr. arrd Mrs.'
Bryan will be taken off the steam-I
ship at quarantine, said yesterday that
he did not know who would be his
guests with the Bryans aboard the
Illini.
The plan for the reception at the
Battery on Thursday will be the sim-,
plest possible. Mr. Bryan will be 
met as he steps off the yacht by Act-i
ing Mayor MleGowan. President Wil-
liam Hoge. of the Commercial Tray-1
elers' Nnti-trust League; Lewis Nix-
on, chairmen of the plan and stripe 1
committee, and one or two others.'
probably. Mr. McGowan will extend
the freedom of the city to Mr. Bryan
who will be escorted to a carriaae in
which the acting Mayor, Mr. Hoge
and Governor Folk will also ride. A
few other carriage', with members nt
the reception committee, will follow I
After the ride to the Victoria Hotel
Mir. Bryan will he received in the ho-
tel by a committee of five distin-
gnished deeiwwrats from each state. I
The proposal to have Mr. Bryan
spend part of the time before he lands
officially at the flattery in a yacht'
does not meet with favor with the Ne-
braska deleeation, it is said. Mayor!
James C. Dahlman. of Omaha, who,,
has been made chairman of the dele•I
Ration. had views of his own on that
etthiect yesterday.
in
"We have nothing to give out just
yet," said Detective Will Baker in an-
swer to the question of a Register
representative regarding the suspect-
ed or probable murder of young
Claude ,Bass.
"I will say, though, that the evi-
dence is coming in almost hourly, and
all centers on the probable guilt of
one or two parties."
t:.11113:tt d! he cItt'`)
found in a room at the Richmond
'House, and if the police connected it
with the murder, Detective Baker re-
plied:
"The club found in the room is en-
tirely too light to inflict such wounds
as those on Bass' head.
"The club is only about twelve
inches long and loaded with a very
small quantity of lead. Neither Chief
Collins nor I connect the club in any
manner with the murder."
Since the albove was put in type
the Register learns that a well-
known young man of Eddyville oc-
cupied the room in which the club
was found on the night of the mur-
der, which further proves that the
club is in no way connected with the
tragedy.
The weapon, which is really a sort
of "billy." has probably laid in the
drawer for months.
It will be seen that, in spite of
various rumors, there are absolutely
no new developments in the case.
YEARNS FOR COWBOY LOVER
Kentucky Girl Makes Her Desires
Known Through Press.
San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 28.—The1
postmaster of this city has received
an interesting communication from al can tipple, and thereupon they re
Louisville, Ky., young lady who is en-1 paired to a private room where the
amored of Texas cowboys. Locali czar of all the Ruggles produced some
paper, have been supplied with copies American wesaky and the Ingredients
and there is no doubt her wishes will to wort out a cocktail. The czai
be realized. Her letter reads. mixed drinks for the two Ilk* a regulai
-Mr. Poitinaster: Please give this barkeep and enjoyed it
to the editor of some paper in your'
town. I have been reading so much
about cowboys I think I would like was the greatest bracer be ever 
took.
very much to correspond with one. But thee, you know, royalty tam raz
Of course, there is none here in Lou- its Praire and compliments with a
isville, so I thought I would write trowel. However, the doctor was
and perhaps I could get one. I don't probably the only American who OM
want one under ao or over 25 years had the ruler of Russia mix and givs
and not over 5 feet 5 inches anyway, Wm a coettall."
and he should be sober and honest
and be sure he is a real cowboy. r
4m 19 years old, 5 feet 1 1-2 inches
in height; have dark brown hair,
"We're going down to meet Bryan: brown eyes ani fair skin. This is
in a brut." he said. "and you can bet, my first experience in writing this
we'll bring him hack if I've got to kind of a letter, so you will excuse
lasso him myself.- me if I have not done it right. I
Last night the Nehraeka delegahon hope it will not be a failure.
went to a theater to see the play "MISS JOSIE CECIL,
written by Mr. Bryan's daughter. I "we) Twenty-second street, Louis-
yule, Ky."
SULLIVAN WILL BE THERE. The Texas
•••••••••.••••
•
plains ere still full of ally they are foes ease isrither
cowboys and there will be numbers gitiowing that they tell nearly at the
Illinois Committeeman to Help Wel- of them eager to doff their sombreros um. time, „ritee mr.e„t nempecni
come Bryan- to a girl bred in old Kentucky. beton, in Seribeer's Magairine.
"Tb. tzar assured the
RAPID GROWTH OF ANTLERS
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
Structure in Fear Months'
Time.
doctor that it
Chicago, Aug. 28.—Ore hundredi
leading democrats of Illinois
leave Chicago for the east tonight to
assist in welcoming W. J. Bryan back!
to the Unted States. Charles Boschd
enstein. chairman of the derverecratiC,
state committee, will he in charge of ,
a party of twenty-five who will leave
at I•15 p. m. over the Lake Shore &•
Michigan Southern, and Mayor Ed-:,
ward F. Dunne, of Chicago, will head
a delegation from the Iroquois and:
Jefferson Clubs, who will leave by a
later train.
'Roger C. Sullivan, national commit-
teeman from Illinois, who was in-
dorsed by the democratic state con-
vention last week at Peoria over the
protest of hfr. Bryan, will also leave,
for New York today, and he expects
to he present at the ceremonies at-
lending the welcome of Mir. Bryan
back home.
GIVES TWO FINGERS TO
BECOME TAR IN NAVY.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 27.—CornMate
der C H. Harlow, U. S. N., had an
odd 'experience Saturday. About the
middle of last week a young fellow
appeared at the naval recruiting sta-
tion for enlistment. He was in per-
fect physical condition, excepting that
he had six fingers on each hand. That
barred him and he left the office
downcast. Yesterday the young let
low walked into the recruiting station
and again applied for enlistment. He
had gone to the Homeopathic Hospit-
al and had the extra fingers ampu-'
tate& He was accepted.
'LIGHTNING KILLS BROTHERS
Wen Found Sitting Upright in Wagor
With Four Mules Dead in Harness-
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 28.- Two men
found sittng upright in a wagon dead
and four mules dead in harness near
Xenna have been identified as Vic•
tor and Thomas Simpson, brothers.
who lived on farms near Lida. They
were k;l1rA by lightning when driving
• horn Roswell to their farm.
POLITICIANS EKESITES
OF THE REPUBLIC.
Paris, Aug. 28.—The biehop of Pay-
enne has sent a circular to the clergy
of his diocese with reference to the
pope's encyclical on the law providing
for the separation of church and
state, which is attracting considerable
attention in view of the approaching
second conference of the French bish-
ops, whose action is anxiously await-
ed by the clericals.
The bishop declares that the church
has no right to adapt its divine con-
stitution to "the legislative fantasies
of short-sighted politicians who are
showing themselves to be enemies of
the republic by suppressing the lib-
erties and expressing the conscience
of the clericals, whose only defense
is to place themselves under *common
law as French citizens."
VESSELS DEWEY SUNK
SOLD FOR $132 AS JUNK.
Deducting Costs. United States Gets
$103.30 From the Auction.
Wlashingtoo, D. C., Aug. 28.—The
three remainingfrsels of the Spanish
fleet Which w e sunk by Admiral.
Dewey's squadron in the battle of
day sold at auction in Manila as junk.
Manila Bay, May t, 1898, were to-1
The vessels were the Albany, Ma-1
nileno and Mindanao. The total
amount realized was $132; deducting
the costs of sale, the United States
received $to3.3o. Grant & Co., Amer-
ican merchants of Manila, were the
pnrchasers.
NEGRO TROOPS REACH RENO.
Disturbers of Peace at Brownsville,
Test., Under Close Orders.
F..1 Reno, Okla. Aug 28.—The
Twenty-fifth colored infantry reached.
Fort Rene night before last from,
Brownsville, Tex., following the in-i
structions of army authorities as a
result of the recent trouble at Browns-1
ville. Orders were issued yesterday.
- at Reno that no trooper may visit El
Reno without a pass. The camp is.
quiet tonight.
About the end of the winter—that is
in mid-March—the antlers of the Teal
before break oft flush with their haw
as inch or more above the skull; usu
At first, the plain of each areUer ii
a bread, raw evert In a few days it
shows • thtek resadell pad blood'
gorged skin. ?Ms swells impiety and
in a fortaight the great bulbeen fuzzy
horn beginning hes shot tip to a height
et several lashes. At wetly the right
time, Owe and in urn the right direc-
tion a bump e.eriness forth to be the
toundatien of the brew tine.
In a few more days the bes tine is
projected by the invisible architect
In a month the structure is nearly.
Mot high and all envetoped in a
turgid mass of feverish, throbbint
blood vessel.—the eeaffeld tag and
workmen of this surprising structure
Night and day the wort is pushed with
astounding speed, and In four mouths
this skyscraper is iletshed—a wonder
ful structure, indeed, tor a soore of
nature's forces have toiled, a myriad
of invisible workmen have done their
part and an edifice that according to
ordinary rules should have taken a
lifetime is here rushed through in a Japan's Obligations,
summer and all in absolute silence. The western powers are not models
August sees the building done, but it
is still cluttered with scaffolding. The
supplies of blood at the baste are to
duced and finally discontinued. The
antler is no longer in vital touch with
the anima.); It begins to dl.. The sen
sitiveness leaves each part, the vet
vet covering soon dries, cracks and
peels, and the tang gimlets the process
of cleanse off the skis by eeraping his
kerns on the brustrwood. Septembet
sees hies fully erased in his spears of
dead bone, strong in body, glorying in
his weapeas and his strength. &ea
ready to battle with all eemere.
.a1X3bli0117.0Bli OFTEN DO 111131
woiseT D.LX•0111.
A Very Interesting It of Diane-
tars Which Contains Some That
Are et Unique Desertp-,
An accident, which of its kind Is
probably unique, occurred in April.
$001, daring a fire at Portland. Ma.
A railway accident led to the igaltioa
Of a huge tank containing 1,000 Valp
loss of •rU4I• petroleum, says the as
trolt Free Press.
Shasta" that It would explode and
Scatter Ire a wide area, the Raved
authorities brought up a one-pounder
gun and bombarded the tank la order
to let the oil run out
The first shot fired missed the tank
and killed an unfortunate spestator.
Subsequent ones, however, effected
their purpose, and ridding the tank,
Showed the blazing oil to escape.
For a Ilra engine to cause a Are
seams the very height of irony. Yet
Such • case actaally occurred not
long ago near Worcester. The is.
glee in question belonged to an
mance company and was in proosia
Of being converted into • motor for
Self-propulsion.
The day before the work was fin-
ished there was a call from Kempeey
"Silage where a farm was on fire,
end the eagles, in spite of its bloom-
Siete condlUon, started.
No spark protector having been
axed sparks escaped, and these set
Ors to a load of straw which was
passed on the road. Next two ricks
became involved, and, finally, the
Water-tube of the motor bruit and the
unlucky engine came to a complete
Standstill barely 200 yards from the
seen. of the original fire!
Another story of a strange chapter
of fire accidents comes from Carana-
caw, in Armagh. A dog, running into
a farm sitting room, barked at a cat,
and puss, terrified, sprung on a table,
upsetting a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated t,he poor
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
the dashed around the room, which
was already in a blaze, sprang through
the window and rushed into the stack-
yard.
Rick after rick was fired by this
Bring torch until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned in his efforts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
twelve of • curious fatal tire accident.
• boiler full of molten tar gave way
and, its contents catching fire from
the furnace, spread in a Ude of flame
down the sloping floor of the sulphate
Mom.
One of the workmen, caught be-
tween the flames and the wall, seized
a ladder and, raising it to the win-
dow, sprang up it. Unhappily, the
mizidow had iron bars and before
these could be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor man fell
back into the furnace below.
Every one will remember the great
Baltimore are, the most terrible con-
flagration of 1904. After this was e
tinguished there was tissLurally great
anxiety among the proarietors e: tee
burned buildings to i.sow how the
contents of their fireproof safes ha
fared.
Most extraordinary were the flnets
le one jewelry had been melted, while
a box of matenes was intact, and a
silk handkerchief was not even dis-
colored.
One of the most disastrous fires
of late years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at GrIesheim, in
Germany. The explosion took place in
the Grisreheim Electron factory, and
almost simultaneously the whole
building was in names.
Tire engines came galloping up, but
as they approached the men were
seen to fall from their seats. Spec-
tators running after them dropped as
It shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze in.
ereased, involving fresh buildings axle
even crossing the river into the vil-
lage of Schwanheim. What had hap-
pened was this:
The sudden mixture of vats of dif.
ferent chemicals under intense heat
bad fluted the air with a gas of so
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within Its deadly influence
were suffocated at once. Fifty-one
dead and three times that ntirnber in-
jured was the, result of that terrible
dr.
One of the New Year Pallurisa,
Ardley Neap—We might as well dis-
solve Partnership and go out of base-
ness. /Per the last year we have had
to h‘le on faith and mustard, aed I'm
tired el it,
Solon frolidey —So ant I. The freebie
Is that nitre* bete rural:thing the
fel* slid bad eoreTtinde' the
annetard.—Obipip %Wynn.
of scrupulous justice toward each oth
er and toward weaker nations, but
such an offense as Japan would conk I
?mit in supporting, or oven permitting, ' •
I if she could prevent, the driving of
the occidentals from China would con
tainly be looked on as unpardonable. ;
For on* thing, at the very start, saysi
the New 'Tort Times, it would map '
, the alliance with Great Britain. The /
' British government would be forced
' to regard such an offense not merely
as a failure in friendliness but as an
set of flagrantly hostile import And
her grievance, though greater in de
gime, would be of precisely the same
bind as that of Germany, France, the
United States mid Ruenta.
Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock which
is not a goodi brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a. new one for it
or--return your money, which-
ever you prefer




t- et company —t he
excur,-iten ot-t
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT








Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are










8 0 0 TennesseeF o r the Round 
river
  rri op t u to
It is a trip of pleasure, comfoe
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
"thee i,r,,rmation apply to Jai




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.440:
Unlimited ticket Se.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over $1.50 each, without
meals; 12.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
urt her particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent











WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-








BY USIN G THE
Treining JIG 'ley.
saw 71,1 rrusisto/ig y• ir boy te.
day. What w.u. it set about?"
"I caught him in a Ike"
"Oh, well, you can't expect • bey
Is tell the truth all the Lime."
*now, but when he doesn't ten
the truth I wan. him to he bright
Monet no to be caught at lt."--Calh.




It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
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Entered at the Postoffice of Paadtt-
call, Ky., as second-clasa mail matter
•
One Year  $5.00
Six Months • • • • A • • • • • • 2.50
Three Months.  • .  1.25
One Week   .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter tr
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 34.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
For City Judge.,. • . 14-
We are authorizect to "iussoldwe
a A. CROSS
as a candidate for :he office 4.27' City
Judge of Padurcailosubj&gasto the ac-
tion of the Denallierasae trithary Vac-








as a candidate for the office of City
Jadge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democrat% Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
SO.
Wednesday Pdbading, August 1906
Doctors and Advertising.
It has been the time-honored ems-
tom of the medical fraternity to claim
that their code of ethics forbid them
from advertising' in any way other
than by the use of the professional
card space in newspapers. That may
be true, but every newsever man in
the country knows thit no doctor
ever got mail •aeurreatspaper for men-
tioningiai% name in connection with
an opelition•laer of his being in at-
tendance on the victim of an accident.
No reporter has ever yet been threat-
ened with punishment for a nice, long,
juicy puff of "one of the leading phy-
sicians of the city." The doctors are
good friends to the reporters and al-
ways on, the look out for items for
the pencil pushers, and. strange to
say, quite a number of them evey
have an item except in which they
figitultee'and in giving it always velisind
the reporter to not forget to
that fact. Doctera Are srpade ou
the same kind of muck as are other
people, and their code of ethics is a
joke in every newspaper office. •'it Is
news however, to often mention he
attending physician' when the case
first develops; but if the patient dies,
the physician, as a rule, would 'feel
aggrieved if his name was mentilened
in the account of the,. di,._ath.
It is often the ease that the doctor
who stands in with the reporters, gets
hundreds of dollars Of free advertising
a year. and then the other.doctOrs
roar. At Louisville the Medical fra-
ternity are the prob-
lem of publicity, and, according -to a
Louisville papersoweittliers of the Jef-
ferson County Medical Asieneiation
must no longer permit thiit names to
appear in the newspapers in connec-
tion with any matter pertaining to
their profession. espeeialliAtihen tli
practice is concernec., A resolution
to this 'effeet- is adoerd last night
at the regular mOntfityk4- Meeting
 held•
at the Galt House.
The author of the resolution, Whose
name is not disclosed', Oak hia -c01-
leagues by surprise, but' they were
equal to the occasion, aodV:re.solu-
tion was unanimously adopt d. Ad of
the newspapers in Lotii•ville will be
resivested not to use the name of any
physician connected with the associ-
ation unless it be in a social way. The
author of the resolution said that. he
was promped to introduce. it by WI-
son of the fact that it was sara-
fessumal for a doctor to thus adver-
tise himself.
There are about two hundred Aim-
hers of the association, all of whom
will now seek to avoid publicity in the
practice of their profession. Here-
after in case of an accident or emer-
gency the attending physician, if he
be a member of the assocjation, will
give no infprationadthe 94wspapers
unless it if ugielld Alta! hitionamedoes
not appear‘. 'This rules will be strictly
adhered to, and any member violating
it will be r5titiegtiiity of a'breach of
ethics and unprofessional 'condu•-t.
The newspapers will be rogues*, to
assist in enforcing the Met.
It was suggested. that *MHO Mall-
bets of the .profession court - 10k-
•
paper notice. To determine whether
tbis be true the secretary, of the as-
sociation was dircted to clip form the
newspapers and keep on file all - arti-




in speaking of the advantage of th(
election thief says:
"So seldom does legal punishment
overtake the ballot thief that at times
we are inclined to think the laws
agtainst this crime were passed as an
adroit measure, whereby the honest
voter is eliminated as a force in an
ection. If the cit'zen be honest, hc
obeys these election laws; if dishon-
est, he violates them. When imn(unity
from legal punishment follows the
violation, then it is evident these laws
restrain the honest voter and encour-
age the fraude of the dishonest. Truly
it'..were better to tear these l•tws from
their places than to connive at their
infraction; for with. them out of tc
way, the law-abiding citizen would
net the election thugs on equal
grounds, and with the respect which
the former has for the law and which
restrains him out of the way, could
and would run the thug from the vot-
'ing precincts and keep him tamely
'submissive during every elect-on.
"It is not the fear of the election
thief.that prevents,honesty from kick-
ing him froiti the polls. It is the de-
sire to obey the law and set the exam-
ple of obedience. The thug knows this
and counts upon it. Remove the re-
straining law, and though honesty
may lose the first few battles, it will
sooner or later bang one or more of
te election scamps and take full con-
trol. Results of 'this sort make up
the istory of law itself. Order and
hind the wall of American protection
the government most pay two prices
for them; but, being good Republi-
cans, we leave it to you, Mr. Preg-
dent, to say how great this legal ex,
tortion may be."
I Since then the country has not been
' invited to inspect Panama affairs, and
; there has been no roaring from head-
quarters concerning the purchase of
canal goods in the cheapest markets.
Singularly enough when it is a ques-
tion of spending the government's
money the government prefers Mr.
'Roosevelt's opinion as to a legitimate
extortion rather than' the law which
regulates the extortion from the peo-
ple. The ordinary citizen is forced
to accept from the government what
the government is willing to take it-
self. And, yet, this medicine which
the government refuses as being un-
wholesome, is the concoction relied
upon by the government to securttlie
support of the people. • .0
In plain words, the Republitlezt:ad-
ministration declares that Pcissaey-
ism is bad for the government, ttd
is to be eschewed by it; but .Nt
Dingleyism is good for the peoplossad
they ought to swallow it without mur-
muring.
-American inteligence is asked to
take dose the doctor refuses, and
whicth, he confesses is worse than
some unknown concoction, the- pry-
aration of whit-la-is left in the hruts
of 'the presidepr,";This is the si-
tion of the Reptstiliceeis upon ar-
iff iniquity, and ettuaiftly. very
uncertainty'. except fee. IL augbe to
be a nail in that partyWitogiela
 .r44 :be •
SOCIETY AND INSANIPtliKw•
(St. Louis Star-Chronicle.)-v •
New York is shocked over the rwct
that 433 cases of suicide have oc-
curred in that city in vhe last seven
months. The rate of increase is said
to 'be,'e'ater than ever before.
The increase is not confined to N•
decency are built up upon them and York, but is general throughout, the
statute's are passed because honesty
unfettered is stronger than dishon-
esty. But when officials, frarn what-
ever cause, flail to execute the laws
which honesty has given the world
then honesty becomes muzzled and i:
at once the prey for every snapping
cur 'whose fangs are unbound"
THE "CRIMINAL RICH."
(Pas is ch.)
In an e'dito4 republished in
the Post-Dio at New York Sun
orged that olle_azitnioal rich *
men of known flagitious lives and
evil rePutatioesp." e 1yotted social-
ly. Cut there o street, out ;:f
social functions a avoid them
clubs, says the Ser..
But the 5ociaiAoye2tt is a danger-
ous weapria end‘nAte nit% extreme.:
difficult to wield effectively and with.
out tn;ustice. Clear, accurate .riar-
mation and concerted tion aoainst
powe-fal counter iimonces are u•e•
coaty to its just and. affective toe
'to /ran :inght to be ci.Pdesnied
out it. ronte,proof. The .bet proof cf
criminality—the onlv certain proof-
is cr ovicion upon sufficient eviden:e
submitted in court.
To insure the j rice of the social
boycott thesqg shoulsi he
'oranded with t r n of the trim-
;nal poor, the proper brand of ail
criminality—close-clipped hair and
str(ped clothes. Society would make
no mistake in boycotting wealthy per-
sons with short hair and striped suits
—even if the stripes were fashiona'ik
anc the hair (Mt by a tonsorial art-
ist.
Combined with forced retirement
from the social function .the church
vestry and the c ith by involuntary
retreat to the barred seclusion of a
prison, the social boycott would lie a
rhoit effective method of relieving so•
ciety of the pest of the criminal tieh.
When social punishments must be
devised for criminals immune from
flve law, Mere is something radically
'WrOng with the courts. Let us c3r-
vett the courts.
How to Go Swimming.
(Brooklyn Eagle.)
Once when people went swimming
in the sea they went for the swim.
Now they go n--to the knees—for
the sensation they produce by their
orotiames. Of course, certain mere
males continue to paddle around in
the surf and get their hair wet, but
you can 'notexpect a demoiselle who
has spent $oci on a delisious confec-
t on of flannel and lace and leather
erai .iewelry to Moisten' it, because the
toOr 'might run, . and, anyway. a
would assume that shapeless and
stringy appearance that cloth nearly
always has when it has been d pped
".1.-he complete covering of the swim-
tiler involves the abolition of swim-
ming. There is but one way to en- Modecai Brown, of the Chicagt
ji•y a swim and that is to sneak away National, League club, is one of the
from fashion, remove every last marvelous pitchers of the day. If
thread of one's duds, putting them
under a stone to keep the wind from 
,Ch'cago should win the pennant an
blowing them away, and then—swim. 
a
'play the champions of the Amei-ichb
league, Brown will be to that" series
what Mathewson . was to the Eamon.
combat between the Giants and
Athletics. He is a wonder, says the
whole country.
At the same time the census bureau
reports a great increase in the num-
ber of insane. There are more than
twice -as many hospitals' for the in-
sane as there were thirteen years
and most of them are full. The num-
ber of inmates has grown from - 40,-
oo in 188o to 74,000 in 1890 and 158.-
000 on December 3 T. 1903. The num-
ber of insane in hospitals per too,000
population increased from 81.6 in 188o
to 186.2 in 1903.
Suicide and insanity are so closely
related thrat increase in the one is na-
turally accompanied by increase in
the other.
Perhaps insanity in greater or less
degree is More c0022:1100, :ban _mint
of us suspect. Eminent atienista say
that none of us are wholly sane.
Many of the world's wisest erien
are known to have had a tinge of mel-
ancholy in their blood. and to have
f been subject at. times to periodt.of
great 'depression.
Naploleon at the beginning  of his
career was in great 
Ananctai 
distress
and yeas prevented from drowning
mhiself only by the timely, pecuniary
aid of a schoolmate.
Flismarck, is said to have declass!
after the battle of Sadowa that
would have killed himself had tile
Prussians been beaten. rota
Byron. while writing "Childe Har-
old." said- he would have blowir6iit
his brains but for the reflection *at
it would give pleasure to Itis mother-
Reason's for self-destruction are oft-
en very curious. Men have put an
end to their lives to escape toothache
or other pains. The dread of diseas
e
has been known to affect the mind- to
such an extent that the victim has
destroyed himself rather than face it
Josiah B. Riddle of Jefferson City,
Mes. recently killed himself becaus
e
he was too fat. Irene Boggins of At-
lantic City took her life because she
bad a new lavender dress to be bur-
ied is. George H. Smith of New
York believed himself too old- at 45-
Representative Adams of Pennsylva-
nia. killed h,lrn,elf hecnuse he had
lost money and found himself with
only his salary of $s000 a year. •
One need not be an alienist to be
ableto see, from these trivial causes
and countless other almost trivial
ones which have caused shell recent
epidemic of suicide, that insanity in
some form enters into it.
No sound mind could d-well upon
meat trees. ••
No mind properly balanced could
approach self-destruction.
•
• THREE FINGERED BROWN




The Dose the Doctor Refuses.
(Commercial-Appeal.)
Now that the president has been
made the Alpha and Omega of the 
New York World.
Republican party it is about time for' 
Aside from' his natural abilitj
the ehuntry to ask bow much the of being supplied with but three!
Brown has to overcome the hand cap
government is paying for.canal sup- IL, 
_Wits -by. way of -satisfying protection. 
fingers. While working in a mine
It will be remembered that crmgress 
Illinois he suffered an-accident which s-s R. ROBT. J. RIVERS
put this question right tip to the ores- 
resulted in the amputation of his in-
dex, or first finger
• ) • • VA
a 
• . • • 
rag--flORTH FIRTH STREET
"tWe vq," and you know," saidl This acci
dent has apparent:y not
congress Aen the open market for 'affected Br
owits pitching in tht 
Both Phase* 335
Isnal soppliea was under discussion. l
east. y the absence of the inelq Mist hours Olo to a. 
ma,
that if these supplies are rootigItt be- lingr 1 gives M
tn a better chancetrttP mid 7 to 9 p. m.
••••••55,
MT STORE  
11 +++++ ietelr++++++++++++-Seter rlohoOsts-O-s+ es.; 
MIDSUMMER BARGAINS CAN NOW BE FOUND IN NEARLY
EVERY DEPARTMENT. WE ARE ALSO BRIGHTENING UP
DAILY WITH THE EARLIEST FALL ARRIVALS.
Ladies' Shirt Waists
EVERY SHIRT WAIST IN THE HOUSE IS NOW ON SPE-
CIAL SALE AT PRICES ALMOST UNHEARD OF FOR THE CHAR.
ACTER OF GOODS, STYLE, ETC THEY ARE ALL THIS SEASON'f,
PATTERNS AND COME IN BOTH LONG AND SHORT SLEEVES.
THE PRICES RANGE FROM 38c TO $1.48. NO EXCHANGE,
Men's Goods---Shirts
WE HAVE REDUCED OUR ENTIRE LINE OF 75c SOFT
SHIRTS TO 5oc. OUR REGULAR LINE OF Sine FANCY WHITE
SHIRTS IS THE BEST TO BE FOUND FOR THE MONEY.
WE ALSO HAVE A JOB LOT OF $1.00 AND $1.50 SHIRTS TO
CLOSE OUT AT 85c. THESE ARE ALL NEW AND UP TO DATE
PATTERNS, AND COME IN BOT H LIGHT AND DARK COLORS.
Suspenders
25C AND soc SUSPENDERS FOR ipc A PAIR. THIS IS A JOB
LOT OF ASSORTED STYLES AND THE QUALITY OF WEB IS
QUITE EQUAL TO THAT FOUND IN A GREAT MANY REGULAR
50c SUSPENDERS.
Neckwear
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW LINE OF 25c SILK
FOUR-IN-HAND TIES, CONSISTING OF THE VERY LATEST
STYLES AND COLORS.
ALL OUR 20c MIDGET TIES REDUCED TO 12 I-2C.
hint &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
grip the ball with the oth( . three
the space between the thumb and the
second finger being wider. 'Many ball
players believe th s really helps him
in throw ng curves.
Brown first attracted attention
v hile playing on an independent club
. 1 Illinois. He was signed by the
Omaha c ub ;n the Western league,
and three years ago Chicago draftee;
him. This has been his most suc-
cessful year.
+ + + + + + • • • • • ** + +
+ A RACE SUrCIDE TOWN. •;-
+
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
Pleabant Ridge. a town of a few
hundred population, and situated in
Daviess county, Ky., near the Ohio
county line, is not a town after Press-
thineilRposevelt's own heart, says the
Owensboro Inquirer. The president
is a firm believer in big families. He
thinks that the injunction to replenish
the earth given to Adam and Eve att.
er their transgression should be re-
ligiously lived up to. He incourages
married people to become imbued
with the idea that a largo, family o
the chief thing to be sou ;ht by the
mothers and fathers.
But Pleasant Ridge papas and
mammas are not of Presid...nt Roose-
velt's way of thinking. In that town
there is not a child under four years
of age. The information c imes from
the doctors, and they have some right
to know about such things in their
immediate locality.
The Inquirer calls the president's
attention to this dereliction of duty
on the part-of Pleasant Ridge mothers
and fathers, and would most respect•
fully suggest to him that it is a
splendid town for some little mis-
sionary work.
The oldest building in Wall street,
New York, is the government assay
office. immediately east of the subs
treasury. yet it is only eighty-three
years old, hawing been erected in
1823.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.





Room No. 5, Paducah
Colombia Bldg. Kentuckg
DR. A. F. IlEARNI
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.





Practise in all the courts of

















I to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.







Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO
th' CHATTANOOGA, ATLANTA
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build
Saj 1-2 Broadway.
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFF! CE tao KORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residesse 254 Office stp
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0,
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
D. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist)






Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone is
PAIIRICAH, KENTUCKY
rPictares,. Diplomas. Certcates
Water and Oil Colors,
Motels an4
Framed right up to data in Su mit




Mee wills Ds. Diver* & Rho.% 
adW 8 Npres POW Bads Plumes 346:
*_s_. nes libew, *Ili Amu Asp
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway. Hot springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire"
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
climate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, KY.
C fl HUNGERFORD, Dist. Paw
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gent. Pau.






We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost est..,




























CHARGED A G AI NS . IA. ATTEMPT MADE BY ILLINOIS
GRAY. ALIAS D. GRACE, I , MAN TO END
FOR SWATTING WILL LIFE.
ARNOLD ON JAW.
Charles Bryan, a Negro Wanted Here
for Cutting Marble Barry on
August to, Arrested at
Cairo.
Will Arnold and Wilt tray, alias D
Grace, had a little difficulty yester-
day afternoon and Gray struck Arnold
with a pailing wrenched from a fence.
The blow landed on Arnold's jaw,
cutting a fearful gash.
Both parties, who are negroes, were
arrested by Officer Senser; Gray on
the charge of mayhem, Arnold for
disorderly conduct.
Police qudge Puryear will investi-
gate the 'ease this morning.
Arrested at Cairo.
Charles Bryan. a negro wanted he-e
for carving Nlarble Barry. another
gentleman of color, on Amg. rp. V,tas
arrested at Cairo yesterday wad_ wq
be brought here today.
It seems that Bryan and 'Barri,' are
rival ir for a black damsel's hand.
Bryan went to his lady love's house
and found his hated rival there. Then
the fun began. Barry was c
some, and it is said that, after tryin
to shoot the woman—who, b*. th
way, rejoices in the eupheneoui
of Ida Byrd—Bryan then skip
and was not beard of until arr
Cairo.
Detective Baker Return'.
Detective William Baker returned
yesterday from St. Louis with Gus
Armstrong. who was tiadert,arrest in
St. Louis as a fugitive. 6- (at }relict,
and is wanted here on the aarke dt
cutting the throat odointestes Lawson
on July 23. Lawson has recovere.1,
but Armstrong is wanted for ma-
licious cutting.
4 Detective Baker and his prisoner
• had a narrow escape from death as
they were on the Illinois Central
train which was; wrecked at Caird
I yesterday morning.
Both escaped injure, but Armstrong
was scared so badly that he is several
shades lighter tn color.
TO USE AUTOS
For Collecting Mail From Boxes in
In Large Cities.
Wiasbington. Aeg. A.—Automobiles
are to be substituted for one-horse
wagons in the collection of mail from
letter boxes in the larger eine'. Bal-
itimore s the first city in which
contract for collection wagons will
terminate, and First Assistant Post-
master General Ilitcbcaele_ has just
completed arrangements by which
`two specially constructed automnbiles
will be leased to make the experiment
there. beginning October r.
If it proves successful the automon-
bile service will he gradually eatab-
balled in other cities.
TWO-CENT RATE
Will Be Applied by Pennsylvania on
Interstate-Ohio traffic.
Pittsburg. Aug. 27 —On and after
October t. if not sooner. the Penn-
eylvania lines west of Pittsburg wir
charge only two cents a m le or in-
, terstate traffic to points in and from
%Ohio. A notice to this effect has
% been sent to the Central Passenger
association by Traffic Manager E. A.
Ford. stational at Pjushyrg. This is
4
cnns dered as a great victory for
irbose who have advocated the two-
cent rate. The Pennsylvania has
been charging straight three cents a




FAIL TO END KANTO CASE
Fruitless Effort Made to Bettie Out-
side of Court.'A .
.1$/$
Pittsbnrg. Pa., Aug. sit—A r.
was in circulation this afternoon
an attempt was being made to
the famous Hortje divorce cas and
that in case this was ekected
R. S. Frazer would nd'rmake a
11 CW00.
It was learnedulsewsiveco.tlefati.4-
inerous attempts 'kite titadelb'settPe
the case while it was on trial, but
,that no progress could be Made, as
,'neither side would con sept 4o .,tbe
other having cnotody of thd
&en. It was authoritatively statca
that no basis of settlement has been
even tentatively reached.
HIS FIVE HUNDREDTH
"FOR BETTPR OR. WORSE.",
Bloorniftitton, Tnd Aug.. sfi. —rite
Rev. Thomas J. Clark performed 'his
tsi e hundredth marriage ceremony, 
t - 
e couple being Bitela. Hazel and
4.,John Judah. Mr. Mit- is pastor of
/1Crkwood-avenue Christian church.
and has been in the ministry' for thir-
ty-four years.
flanlier's Son doflte4t,fForanti.
• Kansas City, larti:i 28.,—.6-111'
criminal conrt here yesterday Clar-
ence 0. Short, son of Ellis Short. a
banker of Independence, Mio.torfaa,
sentenced to the penitentitsey (qt thee
DESPERATE
Will Atwell, County Clerk of Massac
County, Uused Pistol with
Nearly Fatal Result.
As briefly mentioned in The Reg.s-
ter yesterday, a popular Massac
county official made a desperate at-
tempt to commit suicide Monday
night. The report came to the Regis-
ter so late that it was impossible to
verify it, and no names were used;
but yesterday it was learned that the
name of the gentleman is Will At-
well, county clerk of Massac county
It is reported that Atwel had been
drinking for several weeks and that
be had been nearly crazy by liquor.
He ret red to his room in Metropo
lis latk Monday night, and soot.
thereafter a pistol shot- was heard
When parties had reached the roomt
Atwell was found lying across the
bed bleeding profusely from a bullet
wound in the left breast.
Atwell is very prominent socially
And politically, and was a candidate
ler re-election.
ILLED BY SHOCK FROM
AN INCANDESCENT LAMP
Newark. N. J.. Aug. AL—Wm.
I-foch, proprietor of a saloon, was
killed by electricay in his barroom
by a shock from an incadescent lamp
while preparing to close his place last
night. Hoch mounted a chair to
"each the switch of an electric light
over the bar. As his hand same in
contact with the button, he doubled
up. pitched forward across the bar
and rolled to the floor dead.
A witness of the accident explained
the manner of Hock's death to the
police and to illustrate the occurrence
remitted the chair and touched the
same switch. He received a shock
that felled him senseless to the floor
and physicians had difficulty in re-
viving h m
 O at .4
QUARRELED OVER
MUSICAL rmitiotraiitter.
John Riddle Shoots Solte:Vartber
Man Near Moe
!
Morehead. Ky.. A.4. , —jn a
fight seven miles from rfathatJohn
Riddle shot his son and Allen Jones
Jones and the eider Riddle quarreled
over the possession of a musical in-
strument, and, it is said. Riddle began
firing at Jones. Riddle's son inter-
fered, and while attempting to pre-
vent the trouble received a wpund ip
the shoulder. Jones, though aterious-
ly injured. may recover. Officers
were dispatched to the scene of the
trouble this morning with a warrant
for Riddle
  - •
MOTORMEN AND
CONDUCTORS OBJECT
TO CHANGE IN ROUTE.
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. a8.—Over
one hundred employes of the Mem-
phis Street Railway Company have
thrown up their positions as motor-
men and conductor., owtng 'to the re-
assignment of routes recently effected
by the company, which is inaugurat-
ing a "seniority system." Much dis-
satisfaction has followed the attempts
of the officials to reward employes
who have been with the company
longest, and even men whom the com-
pany has sought to benefit have pro-
tested against changes to caster lines.
Vie men, it appears, after having run
cars over one line for a long period
object to being switched to another,
even if the new one be easier and
the hours better. The company is
said to be very shorohanded at pres-
ent. and special efforts are making to
secure young men for the service.
It is a dull market day in New York
City when 5,000.000 eggs and $ock000





With this topic we call your ,ate
tendon to Lusterine Soap. You have
found its quality—it cleans. Our fere
tory is • in the heart of the city and is
as fraaram fie a flower vardert.
other soap factory it, the Unired
States can boast of this. What does.
it mean? Simple thia—parity; setl
not hurt the akin. Every citizen r4
Paducah can ace t',;, soap foo t"t
purposes for which it is rec,omnaert a
ed. They-can do so with prlde is to
Its quality and with- faith as to. its
purity. Ask, for ioost.your dealeet.









Vincennes 69 45 .605
Cairo 63 53 .543
Jacksonville 60 54 .52t
Paducah 55 , 59 .482
Danville 52 b4 ate





Danville 6, Paduach 5.
Danville, Ill., Aug. 28.—The Vets
and Indians had a time today, the
locals winning with four two-baggers,
two three-baggers and four singles.
Score: R. H. E
Danville  6- to 3
Paducah  5 7 o
Batteries: Fleming and Ott; Bra-
hic and Downing.
Mattoon 5-I, Vincennes 0-2.
Vincennes, Ind., Aug. 28.—In the
double-header here today the clubs
broke even.
First game: R. rt. E
Mtattoon  5 8 r
Vincennes  o 4 7
Batteries: Moore and Johnstane;
Perdue and MIatteson.
Second game: ' • R. E
;Mattoon •   1 .4 5
Vincennes  2 6 2
Batteries: Dowell and Johnstone;
Farrell and Matteson.
Jacksonville 4. Cairo 3.
4; Jacksonville. III., Aug. .28.—Jack-
trifle was victorious today. -
Score: R. H. E
Jacksonville  4 7 6
Cairo  3 9 2
Batteries: Hackett and Lotshaw;
Wkiodring and Quiesser.
STAR BALLPLAYERS
Who Will Graduate From the Kitty
League.
Vincennes, Ind., Aug. 28.—Accord-
ing to announcements made yesterday
the higher league, have begun their
raids on the Kitty and a number oi
sales are expected within the near
ten days. President Gosnell, whe, in
addition to being at the head of the
Kitty league is president Of the local
baseball association, announced that
he had sold Pitchers Hub Perdue
and William Chenault to the Chicago
Nationals for igloo, and that Outfielder
Mbran and Pitcher Bob Farrell hid
been sold to the Peoria Three Eye
league team. He also stated that
he had received wont that Fred Mil
ler, a southpaw, yen the Paducah
club, had been sol'd to the Pittsburg
club and that Catcher Matt son and
Outfielder Brownie M1caain would
in all probability,s be sokto. Ihev-
ans,vitle Centeill l'eagate • •ieaatt.
fers for Thirdbaseman Barbour and
Pitcher Whitley have also been re-
I ceived and deals for the sale of them
will likely be closed within a few
days. Perdue and Chenault have both
made splendid records in the Kitty
league this season. Each will weigh
in the neighborhood of 200 ponnele
and both have excellent control. Che-
nault is also a good catcher and heavy
hitter. Hie hails from, Bethpage,
Tenn., as does Perdue. During the
season Chanault' pitched two shut-out
tomes in one afternoon. Perdue pitch-
ed twenty-four innings in one after-
noon, losing the first game of the
double-header by a score of 2 TO r.
In the second game, which went fif-
teen innings, he alleged but three
hits and one run. A number of other
Kitty players sii,41 go to the higher
leagues this season, as it is now con-
sidered that the league plays as fast
ball as does the Central. Moran, who
goes to Peoria. is batting over .300,
awl this is his first season in the
game. Shortstop Dithridge of Cairo
and Secondbaseman Roland are two
Cairo players who will be sold. Sev-
era; of the National 'league scouts
are now on the Kitty circuit and it is
figured that at least fifteen players
will graduate from theh league this
year. The pennant race in the league
is one of the prettiest in the coun-
try. Vincennes leads by coo points and
has twenty more games to play.
There is but a slight difference be-
tween Cairo, Jacksonville and Padu-
cah, and the fight for second place Is
most interesting one.
GIRL PITCHER IS THE CANDY.
Creates a Baseball Sensation in Penn-
sylvania by Her Work—Twirls
in Big League Form.
Allentown, •Pa . Aug. a8.—What do
you think of the twirler who is a girl
.and who really pitches big league
-ball?
Perhaps some day Cy Young aril
:Chriatie Mlathewson will give way to
a pleasant-faced young lady who will
proceed to make the hatters punettire
the air with 'holes and simply froth
:at their inability ,to solve her delis--
tery.
The prodigy of the season is Miss
Clara Moyer, who .recently accom-
plished the remarkable feat of pitch-
ing eight innings for the Mioxiea and
shutting_ out, the strong Temperance
team. Mho Moyer allowed 'her op-
ponents but two hits.
, Eight thousand people cheered as
inning after inning good batsmen
struck out or priced little, foes to the
attfield. A deceptive- csie mud' dery
TORTURED BY
ITCHING ECZEMA
Suffered Tremendous Itching Over
Whole Body—Scratched Until
Bled — Worse at Night, With
Soreness and Excruciating Pains
— A Western Lady's
WONDERFUL CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"Last year at this time I suffered
with a tremendous itching on my
back, which grew worse and Worse, un-
til it spread over the whole body, and
only my face and hands were free.
For four months or so I suffered the
torments of the damned, and I had to
scratch, scratch, scratch, until I bled.
At night when I went to bed things
got worse, and I had at times to get
up and scratch my body all over, until
I was as wire as could be, and until I
suffered excruciating pains. I did not
know what it was, and resorted to a,
number of blood purifiers, using at
times also Cuticura Soap. They told
me then that I was suffering from
sesemat 'Then I made up my mind
that I would also use Cuticnra Oint-
ment and Cuticura Resolven(1. I uiped
them according to instructions, and very
soon Mdeed I was greatly believed. I
contindied unta well, ilk! now I am
ready 03 recenunend theCutieura Rem-
edies to any one "0 slitters as did your
obedient servant. Mrs. Mary Metzger,
SweetwatersAkia., June 28, 1905.
TOR URING DISFIGURING
Humors, Eczemas, and Itckings
' Cured by Cuticura
The 'agonizing itching and burping
of the skin, as in eczema; the frightful
scalingoas in psoriasis; the lost of hair
and crusting of scalp, as in smiled
head—all demand a remedy of almost
superhuman virtues to successfully
cope with them. That Cuticura Soap,
Ointment, and Pills are such stands
proven beyond all doubt.
Sold iltreeeboet Umi world. Cullom Seep, Ms., 
er ol 
Ofal-
ie us, viol re be bnay ad i drenkes •.
Magi, askisowsnws„sior- lie Morn oe Clere Ceeeed
Pn
Ingle eel noes. PlIabIlf Dow sed Own Corp., bele
rWillerillegenilevr to Oen pen amera"
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first srmptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cored others. Cure you.





limountB and Jackson St. Phone 237
ball proved their undoing.
Mips Carrie Moyer is thc 17-year-
old daughter of Victor Moyer of Ma-
cungie, Pa., and is a living refutation
of the ctarge that when a woman
throws .a ball or a missile the one
point of safety for any human be-
ing is directly in line with what she
aims at.
That father of Miss Moyer is a pro-
saic baker, who can give all the latest
twists and curves to a pretzel. but to
whom baseball is a game of whiah
he knows little and cares less, and
the discitssion of which gives him a
feeling of great weariness.
From•her earliest childhood, how-
ever, Miss Moyer. who is now win-
ning fame twirling the spheroid
across the home plate, had a deep
love for baseball. When other girls
were jumping the rope and trundling
the hoop. Miss Moyer waa playing
baseball and handball with the boys
in the neighborhood, and every juven-
ile captain of the diamond contested
fiercely for the honor of having her
on his team, for even at that tender
age she' could "line them out" at u
rate that made caws; youthful bat-
ter sore in the shoulder blades Ian-
ring the empty and inconsistent at-
mosplaefe. and it is con'fide'ntly pre-
dicted khat ;f she keeps on °itching
ball she' will yet *take Rube Waddell
sit ito MoLtake notice. ft
WIbile Miss Mloyer has been fond
of all kinds - of chletic -sports "since
childhood's busy hours.' 1,1_,__was not
until he was a stodent at the Kutz-
town Normal school, a few years ago,




The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selection, and
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see tile advantages we
are offering this season in silverware.







WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND; EIXAUTT TO*
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, iiAny
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE,
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. too, 315 hay.
BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business kom the start. Thorough
couroca in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, perzmunsizip‘ cor-
respondence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar. etc.
Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL




MONEY LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in tinge r's Silverweare, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches--Hatnilton
and BitE, B. W. Raymond—one half price.
Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sixes and 6-size Watches. 53
cents on dollars for ten days. air BROADWAY.
Don't forget the place. Next to Lang's drug store.
The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley dr Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special lard-
ities have been provided for in constructing our new hospital vehicle en-ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most moReen
mariner. We have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and one
that es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
Office trod Hospital, 4.29 Sotith Third street.
Office phone, old, t345; new -153; res'dence. ad iioneT5116.
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND, WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AS.D OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
Dicke & Black, 516 Bway.
DAUGHTER OF '76 IS DEAD.
W001110 Whose Father Fought With
!ethical! 'Stamp & Stencil Ce. "kw"' Wa7" Pale". Niari
523 Broadway. - Nrq Tel. 36. upper Sairduelty, Ohio, Arillit;a:-
SUCCESSORS TO
Mrs. 1,-iicy A. Gump, daughter of Elias
Eggleiton, who fought with Mad An.
thionyiWaYne at the capture of Stoney
Potnt, died, today, aged RR years She




DATE FIXED FOR NEW R
ATE
TO GO INTO EF-
FECT.
WILL COST ENGLAND 
THE
ENORk. WS SUM OF
8,987,484.
Will Se Several Months, 
However, Big Battie
sh..) Will Be Equipped
Before It Will Have Any 
With Turbi ies and Many Anti-




was the date fixed for the ne
w rate
'law to go into effect, but it is evi
dent
t! atit will be several months 
before
the measure will have much if 
any
cfreet on freight rates. It is not 
be-
lieved that the railroads intend 
to
put any obstacle in the way of 
the
enforcement of the law, but at 
the
same time its various provisions 
call
for such a complete revolution of 
ex-
isting ana established conditions 
that,
it inust necessarily require some 
time
to put the new order of thin
gs into
operation. It is claimed that some
 of
the clauses of the rate law are
 con-
flicting and tfiere is a diversity 
of
opinion as to how other of the p
rovi-
sions are to be interpreted. If 
the
railroads and express companies d
e-
sire time in which to publish 
their
schedules of rates it is probabl
e a
reasonable extension of time wil
l lie
granted therm The railro
ads are ex-
pected to comply With a gene
ral in-
terpretation of the law as dra
wn up
by the new interstate comme
rce com-
mis‘ion. It is evident that befo
re the
law can become fully oper
ative ffie
commissior will have to devote 
much
time to settling disp4tes with the
 rail:.





Presidbnt of United Railwa
ys Say:
He wii Make Hard Fight.
San Francisco, Cal.. Aug. 
28.—In-
d cations that the strike o
n the
United railroads will be a lo
ng and
bitterly contested one are 
evidenced
by the statement of Patrick 
Calhoun,
president of the corporation. wh
o ar-
rived here from the East duri
ng the
even ng. In an interview ,Mr.
biotin was asked if there was 
any
prospect of arbitration. He re
plied:
"The men are no longer in 
th:
-employ of the company."
"Wdl you refuse to grant the de
-
maids of the men?"
"I will run the roads. and if 
neces-
sary bring out two thousand 
men
trom the East to do it."
R chard Corbe'ius, president of
 the
Carmen's union, said:
"Mr. Calhoun was already famil
iar
v.ith the situation and .he could 
have
granted the demands of the 
men by
telegraph.",
As to the charge that the 
union
broken its contract, Mr. Corne
l-
ius sa d that the company 
had
violated the contract by imp
osing on
the men excessive labor, ari
sing from
extraordinary crowd. without 
any
increase :n wages to meet t
he in-
creased cost of riving.
MOB MAY LYNCH AS
SAILANT
Farmhand Who Attacked e-Year
-Old
Girl Guarded in Jail.
Cairo, Ill., Aug. 28.—The 5-
year-
l(1 (laughter of Edward Albright, 
-a
farmer near Bertrand, Mo., was at-
tacked this at'ternoon by Charles
 Go-
forth, a farmhand employed by
 her
father. Goforth was captured i
n ,the
Mississippi river swamps by 
farmer:
beaded by Albright.
Albr ght tried to kill Goforth and
beat him terrib-y. but Goforth 
was
'rescued by deputies with blood
'
.1.05111(15 brought (ruin Charleston
'Mo., by the sheriff. oforth w
a
Inken to Charleston and placed 
in
jail. The little girl is n a precarious
-condition.
A report has reached here that a
enob, is -going from Bertrand to
CitSrleston to attempt to lynch Go-
forth tonight.
JUDGE HAS TO EAT CRO
W
Georgian Loses Wager Thruugh Suc-
cess of Hoke Smith for Governor.
Americus .Ga., Aug. 28.—Judge
jamcs of the American c
ity
-.tour; and former member of the
Ciaagia legislatnre„ .,Le broiled crow
to settle n ele,airai wager which he
made K ith Jud5 c Pascha'.
N xon was a supporter of C
lark
Howell for the n for gov
c•-nor and agreed to eat the cr
ow if
Hoke Smith should defeat I
Iowell.
%Hoke smith won.
Paschal gave a dialler and invit
ed
brindreds of people to see Nixon pay
the wager. A crow was kill
ed and
tooled and Nixon ate all 
of the
tneat, but rio appetite for 
the
-etc( r '!,e table.




to the %blipping of children
?" She re-
-pled: "My usual 'position i
s on a
Vhlir with the child held 
firmly
-across- my inees. face downw
ard!" —
..a% rgoaant.
London, En-land, Aug. 28.—The
first official announcement 
respecting
the battleship Dreadnaught is 
con-
tained in a white book on naval 
con-
struction during the last year, 
issued
night before last. Besides the te
n II 2-




anti-torpedo boat guns and five 
sub-
merged torpedo tubes.
In the arrangement of the a
rma-
ment six of the big guns are mo
unt-
ed in pairs r • broadsides. T
hus,
eight 12-inch ge • . or 8o per cent 
of
the plain arma•-•,-... can be fire
d on
either broadsick, and four, p
ossibly
six. 12-inch guns, or 6o per cent,
 can
'be fired simultaneously, ah
ead or
astern.
In view of the modern potent
iali-
ties of torpedo boats, and consideri
ng
especially the chances of a t
orpedo
attack toward the end of a battle, t
he
anti-torpedo boat gugs are 
widely
separated, so that all cannot be
 dis-
abled by one ,heavy
After thorough consideration fr
om
every point of view, the white 
book
says experts were unanimous in t
he
decision to adopt turbines, which 
are
considered more advantageous f
or
ses-going speed
The speed is designed to be t
wer-
ty-one -knots. The bunker capacity
 is
2.7oo tons, with which the Dr
ead-
naught can steam 5.Roo sea mile
s at
economical speed and 3.500 miles 
at
eighteen and one-half knots. The
estimated cost, including guns, 
it
$8.987.48s.
Illinois Central R. R. Excursion Bu
l-
letin.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Regimental
reunion anniversary battle of Chi
cka-
mauga. Date of sale Septemb
er 17,
18 and ig, tgo6; limit Septe
mber 30,
telo6. By depositing ticket 
and pay-
ing fee of 5o cents tickets can
 be ex-
tended to October 31, 1906. 
Round
trip rate. $925.




.cale September 19, 20 and 21, 
1906;
limit October ts, loon. Ro
und trip
rate, $26.30.
Guthries, Ky. — Dark To
bacco
Growers' association. Date of 
sale
September 22, fgo6; limit 
September
24. 19,6. Round trip rate,
Lexington, Ky.—Colored A. &
 M.
fair. Dotes of sale Septemb
er tr to
TS,. inclusive, 1726; limit 
September




Leaves Paducah 12:50 p. 
m., August
afi; returning leaves Louisville 4 P. tn.(




(colored) convention. Dates 
of sale
September q to 12, inclusi
ve, 1906;
limit September 20, 1906. Rou
nd trip
rate, $5.25_
New York, N. Y.—H
ome-coming
William Jennings Bryan. Dat
es of
sale August 28 and 29, 1906; limit to
leave New Yotk September 4. 
Round
trip rate $26.75.
Los 'Angeles, Cal.—National Ba
p-
tist convention. Dates of s
ale Sep-
tember 3 to 14. Ka; limit Oc
tober 31,
1906. Round trip rate %meek
'For further particulars apply 
to J.
T. Donovan, Agent. Paduach, K
y.; R.
Ml Prather, T. A., Union Depot.
It Might Have.
Where the glad-hearted bathers 
made
merry
saw her plunge into the sea;
There wa glorious grace in h
er
movements,
,Her beauty gave pleasure t• me.
Her laugh was a liquid-like m
usic,
And thrice, as I stood on the shore,
She looked at me, causing my 
pulses
To leap as they ne'er had befo
re. •











And high on the beach the 
white
breakers
With thunderous anger were hurl
ed.
roared round her
dure of a siren's,
enchantingly sweet.




Laker of These Valuable Adjtmate
to Locomotion Gives Some Per-
titian's's ass to Their Rae-
nfacture.
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
high," said the artificial leg maker. -It
La a beauty, though, isn't it I venture to
say there isn't another one in Pittladel-
phia like it, on or oS, and it's as light
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg lath, air. He was fat
end smiling, and h.spohswjthsnjrdls
ungui3hahle foreign ascent, and every
once in awhile his face beamed with en-
thusiasm.
"They all acme to Philadelphia for
them, too," be notational. "Wires ow-
tomers from all over Europa, Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg makers
In the city—at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg rnak•
ors at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadelphia leg maker,
purveyer to kings, queens and govern.
ment officials, took a little time to show
the specimens around the room. They
were fat and thin, long and short, grace-
ful and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in isomers, accumulating the
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks,
so light and airy that they were wafted
to and fro in the breeze.
- "You see," continued the leg =Aar-
Nre know how to de things Sew. We've
got the secret all right. !Met they chop
down the willow tree; then we-cut out
the legs. It takes a heap of Texible
leather to put the tentless in the right
place. See that spring In the ankles?
That's made by the leather tendon&
If you saw one on a man you oonici
Dot tell the difference. Then the
whole thing is covered over with fine
pink enamel. Leeks natural enough,
don't it?" At this juncture • rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 100 pounds. en-
tered. He looked smilingly complais-
ant as be lighted a cigarette and shook
hands with the leg maker.
"Can you rush an order for me,
double quick?" he asked. "rye corns
throrililia tough fight," he went on.
"You now I always travel with a
bunch of legs and cotriing up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman car
was burned and all four of my leo
were lost. I only saved the one I hal
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another set for me double
quick." With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
measured
"Do you know who he is?" ques-
tioned he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
is the eon of one of the richest women
in the United States He lost his leg
through disease, and he always comes
to Philadelphia to have his sets mad&
Plain, ordinary boxes de for molt pen'
pie to cart their legs around it, but
he's got fine leather cases with hill
name engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go in on such a
wholesale plan?" was queried of the
leg maker.
"Heaps of them," he replied, lacon-
ically. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one young
man in this city who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the best
dancer of Irish jigs in the town. He
was a good dancer before he lost his
leg, and he's all right yet. No; we
have no lady attendants. Wre ought
to have, though. What's the reason?
Ob. because there Is not ens woman
in Philadelphia that I can end who
knows the trade. Pity, too, because
there's money in it. • good leg maker
ought to make at least per welt-
"There are six or seven men in pub.
lie life. well knows, who weer aril.
fictal limbs. None but their intimate
friends and families know it, bowers".
One young lady in Philadelphia who
led a number of dances last winter
has an artificial leg. It is easy to
waltz with one after you learn bow to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making Is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as a fine C1111)01rAT,
doing up banks and public buildings
,
aed one day I went Into a Place in New
York to order an artificial limb for
 a
friend in distress. The maker wag •
doctor, strange to gay. He sized 
ins
up and I sized him up, and in a sho
rt
time I was under contract to 'wo
rk
for him. They can't 'teal our paten
ts,
either, for it's as hard to make an ar
-
tificial limb without years of lea
rning
as it would be for some tinhorn "lak
es
to produce a Stradivarius."
The Emir's Capital.
It is
ghantistan contemplates the removal of
hie capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way in whioh
But the treacherous undertow 
didn't the present emir and h
is immediate
Go dragging her out to the 
sea, predecessor have be
en manufacturing
And she had no occasion for calling 
guns and machinery the count
ry
In tones that were plaintive to 
me. around Kabul has been denude
d to such
She waded ashore and the glad
ness an extent that 
fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the *traits to which
at, the emir is reduced by the wa
nt of
it wood thet It is imperative that 
a new
site should be obtained, anet.,this Trill
prnbably be found in the weeded
 swabs
St the mountains farther neva.
I had she.perharfs never knew;
Gee whiz, she was pretty to look
And she ,.eemed to be glad of
too.
—Chicago Record-Herald.
Shinty--"Whai an odd-looking old
parasol!" "Icil't it? It's been in our
fetidly for almost a century." "r\h
ae of the shades of your ancestors."
- 1-xchange.
Scott—"I played a funny trick on
the law of gravitation th,s ovirning.'
Mott -"What was it?" Seat--
"Iropped a lire to my w're lip in
the mountains."—Exchange •
reported that the emir of Ai-
Some Other Baseal.'
~Well, Jones, did you get the aie
pointment?"
"No, sir; thily appointed some other
rascal in my place."—Tit-Bits.
• A Definition.
"loa, what is experience?"
"Experience, my son, Is the cone
youc•I extract ruat..t of 'a .1.
la."—Towa Top.. 4.
Trench Peasant Whir Rad NU these
Idea at Yranea's Principal
Danger.
The French peasant who, sines Use
days of the revolutioe. hie turned an,
Prittice into a kited of wafted garden.
in Still closely is touch with nature*
and in spite of agitators and pont"-
cisme, his preeence in the suffrage, be
whit* he Wogs the isalsomed enaning
of the fields, makes for national
health. It proof of (his, says Youth's
Oonspanien, is a little aces. reproduced.
by eta of the authors of "Sketches sen
the OM Read Through Prance to
llorenen"
Between Argentan sae Aleaeon The
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
ant who, with immense patience, was
engaged in stirring the earth with
rigor Into harvests. He also professed
himself interested in polities and see-
treaties, and willingly talked on these
subjects.
"There te only one thing" the peas-
ant said. at last, "that Trance has
to fear."
"You mean," said the writer, "ibis
religious question—the dispute with
church and pope?"
"No, I don't mean that."
'Do you think there's any fear el
smother Gorman war"
"I don't know. I wasn't thinking
if that."
9 innepose you are not afraid of se.
Salient ?"
"Not at ail."
*ell, then, what is the oral, Gang
Plrasee has to fear?"
"Hail," said the peasant, and went
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
Ingenious Apparatus for the Control
at Distant Elect:to
Power.
Telekiwo is the invention of Doe
Bernardo Torres Quevelo, a Meths-
guished Spanish engineer, who has
been erpertmenting successfully with
en apparatus for the control of 11.
taint electric power by means of wire.
lees telegraphy. He intends to ap
ply hts invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them. The
transmitting station was a wireless
telegraphic apparatus. The beat ear
nod a battery of sccumulators, a me'
tor for driving the propeller, &troth*,
tor the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating the mechanism of the
ether motors. The servo motors were
connected directly with the telekino,
wherewith they formed a single tap
Parting. Hertz waves were received
by the telekino; this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
control the rudder motor or the pro
pellet motor so as to govern both the
steering and the propulsion of the
boat Taking up his position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, containing nu-
merous press representative', as if by
magic, slowly moved forward, grads
ally attaining a high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re
ceding lust as if It were being guided
by an expert steersman. The boat an.
tented all manner of maneuvers with.
'lit a hitch under the sole guidance of
the inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
Cleo Who Have Served Uncle Sam
in That Capacity for 7ery
Long Periods.
Another of the many instances
where faithful serr:ee has proved
barrier against interference for politi
eat reasons with the service cf a
Massachusetts postmaster Is that ol
John 14. Fay, of Marlboro who has
been in charge of that office slac
April 26, 1165, when he was appoint'-'d
ay President Johnson at a salary of
11,100. He had been secceseMely
appointed, twice by Grant, once np
Hayes, Arthur. Harrison and hicKin
ley, and came under Mr. Cleveland's
special care in each of his two terms
Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February 28,
1903, when the salary was advanced us
12.500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester is believed
hold the long-service record as post.
master. He is still performing his dir-
ties In charge of the office at South,
Ann r. a. Duchess county, New York
under this oommiss,on first given hirc
July 10, 1849. The record was held tat
many years by Roswell Beardsley as
the North Lansing (N. Y.) office, ift
was appointed June 28, 18211. and,
served until his &salt November 4
1902, at the age of 93.
Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the Al
:tairerti and General Irs..ra-ce ess-a
many held in Birmiaghsm reetrtly th.
chairman announced that the mortal).
Ly rate, favorable to the company, or
the lives insured had again been main-
tained and that in the 21 years of the
company's existents the mortality had
not yet exceeded 50 per cent, of what
might have been expected from th.
ordinary standard table of the Testi.
tutei of Actuaries, which represented
an enormous saving of interest on cap
Had that otherwise would have bees
paid In claims. He attributed the sat-
Directory mortality record largely ta
the members abstaining from the use
of alcoholic liquor.
Electricity in Siberia.
Almost all the towns in Siberia are
having arc lights for street use and
incapdescont lights for holism, aad
the larger proportion of the peoplai ht
Siberia have never seen gas. whir)
'he ei„...C1 ko at: 0
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1•000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Weil & Co.,




Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
323 Kentucky Avenue. 132 South Fourth St
reet Both Phones 2o1.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PAB064111 REAL !ST A 'rt. WESTERN ratrrrucxy
 FARM I. wan
IIIMPITNLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMEN
T. IFIIITIORN
1111114TUCICY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRI
CE a-ZT
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT
.
EDO^ R W. IFIBITTEMOILC. ofeedeseish.
11114411044111 +Ml+Ak+.11-1-MA-1.
E E. COU LSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Not Water Ileatino.









Mattil, Efinger sliS Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
1 O( 8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAlan
Paducah Transfer Company,Incor porated )
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS..
OAF .1:1111.
MEMOIR FA CI LITIF.S Ft.) R !I •4 • r_)L1NG FREI
GHT, MACHAS.
ICBM AND HOUSEHOLD 000DS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MntIROli. BOTH PHONES.
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Dr. Parkhurst on Christian Socialism. kli°B8E8 THAT DIVE. NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED
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mike Was No Dego Neese He Had




All human ownership begins in; a
grab in assuming that to be ours
which is not ours, and continues as
long as we can maintain the assump-
tion successfully. And what is to be
understood by the clearness of pro-
prietary- title varies approximately
wish the number of hands through
which the property has methodically
sassed since the original grab ,vas
committed. For example, we should
never ouiselses have gone out lbto
the Pac-ific ocean and seized the PhOl
itpine iitansls. The Spanish; had dots
AO, and we paid them $2o,000s000 for
the spoils and think our title fairly
clear--not too clear ,but fairly char
becaose cne tenure intervenes bet
tween the original grab of the islands
and our possession of them. When
po enrei cpccyesd 
ka'rd
seteorleen ogfo or edst ftuhlenreessi s
e x that-
is not quite possible when one steals
them one's self.
Where considerations of fraternity
do not Obtain a man's tenure of prop-
erty will be conditioned by he
strength of his neighbor. Where con-
siderations of fraternity 'do obtain a
man's tenure of propZrty will be con-
ditionodi by the necessities of his
brother. In one case he will retain
'his belongings till a stronger takes
them; in the other he will retain his
holdings till a weaker needs them. In
ordinary domestic relations two men
are only then brothers in the persons]
import of the term when there is a
sense of mutual membership, and a
sense so pronounced as to create for
the less favored member of the coali-
tion a valid claim upon the belong-
ings of the other; so that if the more
affluent comes to his brother's relief
the conferment is not to he reck•
gamed as an act of grace as a discharge
of debt.
So deeply rooted Is this sentiment
in the general heart of the world that '
under ordinaey circumstances a man
amply supplied With material com-
forts who should let his brother suffer
would be regarded as having defraud-
ed h s brother—an act of fraud not
to ;be taken cognizance of by the civil
courts, of course, but recognized as
fraud before the tribunal of general
conscience. * * •
Ownership, then, when interpreted
by the standards of Christian social-
ism, is pretty closely the equivalent
of trusteeship. It means tenure in
the interests of the family, rather
than tenure in the exclusive interests 
Iof the individual holder.
This ,then, is what we understand
by Christian socialism. It is not com--I
munisen; it is not the negation of
wealth; it is not the denial of indi-
vidualism kilt it is the insistence up-I
O n individualism considered as a
means to a wholesome collectivism
It is a form of "trust." differing in I
this respect from institutions more,
generally known to us under that
name, that while the latter appear tc
exist for the purpose of drawing the
pitblic blood this has for its distinct
aim to deepen the flow of that blood
and to oxygenate it. * • •
Chrstian socialism is uo enemy to
zmilionares, provided; the millions in
their tenure are viewed by them as
funds wHich are to be bestowed
Munsey's Mhgazine.
One point in ehe queen of Spain's
future life seems to have escaped
general notice. She will have to live
under the same roof as her mother-
in-law, her sister-in-law, her aunt-in-
law, her husband's brother-in-law and
the three children of the king's dead




For Fortune in St. Louis
With 512oo in his pocket, and
the property owners besieging him I
to take their land in the heart of St.,
Louis at $25 an acre, Capt. Williami
Smith, then a youteg man of ea,'
turned aside an opportunity to be-1
some a money lord, and took a small.
steamer up to Hannibal, says a Ma-'
con, Ga, special to the St. Louis Re-,
public. That was in March. 1839.
The younge migrant had come from ;
Clark county. Ky., and in changing!
boats had 'topped over a while in
a 1 the then French hamlet, now the me-'
tropolis of the Middle West. 1"There didn't seem to be anything
doing there, said Capt. Smith, "and I
resolved to push on to a better lama;
Even the people there *int' appear:
overly happy regarding future pros-
pects, and it certainly never occurred
to me that my Irmo embraced won-1
derfnl possibilities had I hearkened
to the voice of opportunity When
I go to St. Louis nowadays it 15
quite an interesting subject for con-
templation to walk lip and down
Broadway and shinle hiny much of it
might have been mine almost for a
song"
The Indians had just been driven
out of the state and traces of them
could be found on the banks of the
streams, such as wigwams, broken
aerowheads and stone fireplaces.
Planted Mit Blue Ora's.
Many of the Kentuckians became
homeseck and some of them went
back to their native state. The lone-
* someness of the wide stretches of4
tall prarie grass was more than they
4 could stand. The captain deeided
that if he was to remain in Missouri
Red keep a few of his friends with
'him. it would be necessary to intro-,
duce something that would be sug-
gestive of "The Old Kentucky Horne.",
So. at the first opportunity, he went
bark; to Clark county and there filled
a large hedtick with blue grass seed.'
'At that time blue grass wss toaknown'
to the few people living in northern
Missouri. After it was planted and
came up, many of the pioneer farm-
ers rode across the country to see it
and to get souse of the seed. Blue
grass !spreads and develops rapidly
and after a few seasons the whole
face of the country seemed changed
' 
and bealitifeil.
Fmiarrenta all over the couatry he-I
gan flocking in rapidly and: located. in i
the blue grass regions. 'Capt Smith
made another trip to his old home
and directed theh shipment of a big
consignment of blue grass seed tio
Missouri. He was the first man to in-
troduce the real old Kentucky blue
grass tri northern Missouri. tt onaae
the Kentuckians feel at home, and
they began to follow the captain's
lead in the importation of fine gook.'
Capt. Smith has yet the descendants
of thfie shorthorns that he brought
from Kentucky in the thirties. They
are known in these parts as one of the
best grade herd's in the West. The
captain also brought from Kentucky
the first Cotswool sheep ever seen ie
this section. Some of the fineat
grade of 'horses and mules soon fol-
lowed. For many years his section
of the country was known an 'Little
Kentucky." Farmers would "jour-
ney long (Instances to mirchane mem-
bers of bit stock for breeding par-
no". and it Is largely through the
early importations by Capt. Smith
that:greed is so, much fine stock in
seifisni '211essikt
f . Last Sunday afternoon the captainis
•
*4
sat out in a large easy chair on his
beautiful blue grass Lawn and talked
of the days when the hardy pione
was blazing the way for the genera-
tion that followed.
"Up yonder where the Wabash rail-
road's viaduct crosses the Burlingt3n
road." he said, indicating with his
hand a spot two or three blocks north
Of bis residence, "is the highest point
between the Missouri and the Mis-
sissippi rivers. It is what we ustd
to call the backbone of the state.
The hunters would congregate there
while the dogs would chase the deer
out oi the woods. The game would
stop on the divide and look around to
see what -direction to go next. That
was the ,time when the hunter got in
his best shot. It was no trick at all
to kill seven or eight fine deer a day.
"Within the reach of the poorest
man was the finest eating in the
world. In a day". hunting he could
get game that would be almost price-
less now. He thought, however, hewas having an awful hard time of it.
and that fate was cruel to him, hut
looking hack over the years T believe
I can truly say that those were the
happiest and best of life."
The captain has prospered financial-
ly and has hosts of friends all through
this section of the state. Next Marsh
he will be go years of age, but he
gets around very well and takes the
!tome keen interest in affairs that has
characterized his long and useful life
Hk was married; in 18,4.4 to Miss Eliz-
abeth Rowland, veto long proved a
most faithful helpmeet to him She
died about three years ago. The only
real bitterness that ever crept into the
captain's life was during the civil
war In t864 the Putnam county mi-
litia made a raid on these parts and
gathered in all the hen coops and
stray horses they could find. They
shot several men who tried to keep
their . property, and the captain was
forced to take to the woods for a few
days.
RESULTS OF THE FOURTH.
Something of the Nurrsber of Acci-
dents as Compared With
Last Year.
The Journal of the American Med-
ical association sums up the ascer-
tained results in killed and wounded
of the Fourth of July ceebrations of
1906. There is some improvement,
but not very much.
The teital of lockjaw cases from ac-
cidents on Independence Day was 89
this year, a decrease of 15. Fourteen
recovered.. This is ascribed to im-
provements in the treatment. Deaths
from other causes number 83, which
is • 24 less than last year.
The non-fatal accidents 55-eve more
ni'n:er.ii, tis ysar, hut rl(it sit aeverc.
There were 422 blinded. against 25
last year; 72 lost one eye, as conipred
55:i!,!" too last year. There were 227
who lost one or more Angers. aital-o1
at lest went.
The conclusion from the review is
that the Fourth this year was less
deadly than in former years, bet die
number of injuries of 111 classes
shows an increase. The g ant cracker
is condemned es causing the largest
number of injuries, fifearms second
Ind the toy cannon third.—Courier-
Journal.
••• •
Iketznala Seem to Illajoy the 1/itin an
Bloch ea the People 'Who Witness
the Performance—Variety
et Equine Trisha
The intelligence dintulePal by man)
of our animals, both wild and donee.
tie, is surprising. Dogs and horses, ea.
eeetally, from their long association
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can be taught a great
Many interesting and beautiful ticks,
says St. Nicholas. We have all seen
dogs carrying bundlsa,•papars, or bas-
kets &Iona the street, and know how
faithful they are in their charges,
neither stopping to play with others of
their kind, nor allowing any one but
their muter to relieve them of their bur-
den. Other feats that them faithful
creature@ often perform are: "Beg-
ging." "rolling o'er," walking and danc-
ing on their hind legs, and Jumping over
sticks or through the arias. Horses, be-
sides performing many feats which are
taught them, often show considerable
intelligence in unfastening gates or let-
ting dawn bars so that they may amp,
from the gesture.
Ova of the most beautiful feats that
I base ever men performed Whams is
the Mak diving by "Else and illuesa.'
ibise two beasetful aakaale ware deed
ot • western American farm. They are
bee imory white and perfectly forMat
he. eark. lustros@ arm white his
asels has Wit-hiss mem both have
Oak& measles, and both are kept In.
isegisiataly 0141•11 end sordidly
greem* as each valuable animals
Amid be.
It is said that they were berth kept in
pastures on the copy:eke aides of a river,
the haak oa the side oa shish King was
kept being high and overhaaging the
water. Both animals had always iown
a lendneas for the water, and one *oak
ones make the plunge Into the river
and swim Germs to iota Its mate. Prom
watching this performance was con-
ceived the Idea of training them to ex-
hibit in public, an idea which was car-
ried out with the greatest success.
• "knoek-down" staging was con-
structed, and is carried about with the
horses and used at every performaaer,
It has an incline of about SO degrees, bed
the top is about SO fast above the water
about two feet below the top platform
Is a small one, on which the horses
place their feet just before making
the plunge; This is so that their bodies
may take a more vertical peettioe, and
that they may strike the water with the
lama resistance.
They require about 12 hoot of water
tai which to make their dive. They are
meat often shown at pliers where
there is a natural body of water for the
purpose; but frequently a pit is dug, and
the bottom le covered with canvas
which la tiled with water, and in Mkt
Improvised task they do their "stunt"
twee daily--to the afternoon and even-
Th. two horses are stationed at the
point where they are to leave the wa-
ter, and one of them usually Queen fret,
Is led to the foot of the India*. With a
toes of her head, she quickly runs to the
top of the staging. looks over to me if
the course Is clear, than without hesita-
tion dropc her fore feet to the small plat-
form and makes the lean They strike
the water with their fore feet extended
and the teed thrown back on the shoul-
ders, so that the shock is not unduly
great_ They are under water from three
to six seconds; then, with a shake of the
head to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the mate is standing
King is apparently prouder and n3ore
deliberate than Queen; he goes up the In-
cline slowly, and pauses at the top te
look about at the crowd of People helot',
often whinnying apparently to attract%
attention to himself. He makes thoi
more graceful dive of the two, keeping
his Lose feet straight. while Queen hes
hers doubled when in the air. As soon
as they come from the weber they are
rubbed dry, covered with blankets, and
let tt, the stable, where they are careful
ly groomed.
Occastonally we fln.d some one vitt
thinks It is cruel to "make" horses dive.
from such a height; but the tact Is thni
they do not appear to dislike it at all
and they certainly like to be in Ulf°
water. How much more fortunate art
they than many of their 1.ind that hart
to do the hardest sort of work from
morning until night, and ones
upon scanty or Insufficient rat( ns'
These horses have she best of care, tht
best of foad, and plenty of exercise, am'
apparently are in the best of health aut.
humor. They have bees exhibited troll
the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean and it
Europe.
Love's Labor Lost.
The autonobile rushed down 0(
road—huge, gigantic, sublime. nye,
the fence hung the woman who work.
hard and long—her husband is at the
eate and she has 13 little ones. (An un
lucky number.) Suddenly upon tto
thirteenth Ci1.020 the auto, unseeing, oleo
him, and hummed on unknowing The
woman who works hard and long ruahod
teresard with hands, hands made rough
with toil, upraised. She paused ant]
stood I n articulate—a goddess, a g an tesa
Then eke hurled forth these words of
derision, of despair: "Mon Dieu! And
t'd just washed him!"—Le Sport, Parks
Of Course It Was.
A wedding neremony had come to a
close. The mother sniffed convulsively,
and the, bride dabbed her pretty eyes
*itb, aa•daerehlif. One of the brides-
Maids Was also afbeted to tears.
" '''Why do you weep!" asked a grooms-
man of the bridesmaid; "it's not your
wedding." ?begin' looked at him seers.
fully "That's the reason you stupid!"
end the sighede-Jetler,
Hoopari
There might be mom for argument
tiger the proposition that the trade et
profession makes the maim; but in eer-
fain cases there could be no doubt
about the relation of ailing and ex.
tractien, says Youth's aNspotiOn.
A worker among the children al
Mew York's slums was endeavoring to
net together a 'WS of tiers for the
liens teacher et her settlement.
Happening upon a tittle boy hanglul
about a eorner fruit stead, the settle-
ment worker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the slags, asked him U
he squad not like to join The child
pinned and seemed wilts,.
Then the lady espied mother boy,
still smaller, whom Me had not ace
deed at ink. He,. too, was hanging
about the fruit stand, and evidently
behusged with the edam
"Oh, and your HUM -1109111t *SW
elm said, pleasantly, "wouldn't he like
to wise sad slag, toor
The Oast child's coleslaw spoke in-
Megagallir of Italy, althea& his speeeb
smashed of the Bowery. The 'mallet
WO hair was also dark. When no
reply gate to her question, the bob
west as talking, trying to lagratisto
blank
tTour 'bead Is Italian, toor she n
marked, tstarsoeatIvely.
At Ude the Ilttl• Italie* stared hese
▪ the le4r, then brake tato toes'
olleask
"KW be exclaimed, pointing to the
ermedler child, "him a dagot" Tdm
with a derisive laugh, "I guess uttl
W'y, hixo's got three metes won
semi"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
Nut Poosenion ef It Did Net Welch
Against Her Claneas
for Belief.
A little girl at a recent ClartatMli
entertainment in One of the college set
'temente talked gsandly to visitor'
about "our plaao.% Pieces played os
the piano te amuse the children evi
deafly brought the subject to bum
mind, relates the New York Sun.
One very practical wonn.n who con
tributes much to the support of the
settlement heard the child's remarks
"It memo to me," she said, ratite
censoriously to the bead worker, "that
a child wises. family owns a plane
ian't really suBering for need of help
There are plenty who are really la
need, and I doe't thiak it right te
exclade them in favor of one whe
owas a piano."
Seeking out the shad the head
worker questioned her closely.
"Did you say you had a piano at
year house" she asked
"Yes, indeed," responded the child,
cheerfully.
"Is it yams or your mother's!"
"It's mine; Santa Claus brought Pt
te ma lama vest-"
Light UR, 0 10 dawn OE the settle
siert worker's brain
"And how large Is your platio---sa
big as that" pointing to the upright
In the roo.n.
"Oh, nc, mine is a teentv weenty
hit of a vine, just about so high," and
the little girl leased down and mess
vied a distance of 12 or 15 inches
from tt.e noon
It turned out to be a child's piano,
prevented by the settlement itself •
year previously.
TaINN SAVED BY FOREST.
There Rave Been Instances Wherein
Planting of Trees Has Done
the Work.
Baby forests are some of Uncle
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been done for some time In Nebras
Ira, and now a new nursery la being
planted in California near Santa Bar-
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the cli-
mate there will be grown and In about
two years the seedlings will be ready
to be transplanted to their permanen*
loeations. The upper water shed of
the Banta Ynes river now is quite ba-s
or sparsely covered with chaparral
This is the water shed which supplies
the town of Santa Barbara with water,
and It will be the first scene of attercvt
at reforesting. Good forest growth is
essential both to preserve the water
and to avoid the wastilng down or sill
If unchecked this would ruin the res
ereOir. The enterprise is one phase el
the national endeavor to induce and tc.
conserve the rainfall as well OA to dis
tribute the resulting water by tne lrt!
gotten work. Italian irrigation hat
bean termed_ the most econosnisso in
utiliz:ng water supply, and the most
highly developed system of adminis-
trative control. India's sys:em is gild
to Illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale, and America's yicIda
the most rapid derviopment.
Buffalo in New York.
New York city Las In Its zoological
garden a herd of 35 bison:, survivors
of the herds that once trampled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the United States government as a
Wt. The plan Is to put them In the
Wichita Forest ree.rve. Bisons do net
thrive in a city p.rk, but the g,overs.
!tient herds nearer to a wiid state are
Increasing. The American taralo may
be saved from extinction, after all.
In the Crowded Oar
'flares one thing I sattios about Mr
Suldliseb when he rites." said the
eigl, "he boutiese tip and down
In Ms sett.--"
"Huh!" interrupted the ebeervant
girl, "whenever I em him riding he
J. lt beanies Sewn at hit met sad
Wise behind Isle eacrepaper
telphla Priem
SOUTH BOUND No. lot
Leave Cinciassati 
8Lessee Louisville  12 :2° 0L
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 2:28 p.m.
Leave Central City . 3:30 p.m.
Leave Nortonville  4:08 P.m












lieeiree G'bbs, Tenn.  5:06 p.m.
8:13 p.m.






































NORTH BOUND No. toe
&save New Orleans  7:10 p.m.
Immo Memphis  0:45 am
liAnwe Jackson, Tenn.  8:07 a.na.
loaave Rives 
Leave Pigeon  10:15 a.rn,
Assam faelucah  il.:20 a.m.
Lome Paducah  11:25 a.tn.
Assert Princeton  12:39 p.m.
Pseove HopleiosvIlle  6:15 p.m.
we Nashville  9:25 Pm-
Ames ',outsell*  3:45 Pan.
lasekat N ort on vil le  I :28 p.m.
AIglec Central. City 5 
































Aerive St. Loins 
No. 306
12:40 p.m.
4:25 p.m. 8:40 p.m.
6:30 2.111. 6:30 E.M.






























NORT BOUND toi-8ot 135-835Leave Nashville  8:io sm. 
Leave flopkinsville  i1 :2o am. 6:40 a.m.
Lane Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:45 am-Arrive Paducah  4:15 p.m 9io5 a.m.Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m 9:30 a.m.
Asper Cairo  7:45 p.m. I I :10 E.M.
Alr/%114 St Louis  7:30 s.ni 4:70 PalArmee Chkeepo  6:30 a.m. 9:30 P.m.
SOUSE BOUND 211-822
Leave Chisels,  6:30 p.m.
















3:10 p.m.  •
445 P.m.
6:10 p.m.  
9:*5 P.m-
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rumdaily. Trains 103 and roa carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between Louts-vine, Memphis and New Ode.-- s. Trains Pot and R22 sleepers betweenPaducah and St. Louis. Train Soz connects at East Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, address,
J. T DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket &sent. 11ilion Depot, Padteah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., La iisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memph:a, Tense
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A.. °deism 1
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A. St- 141,060
IT GENT. write for Lour big FKALBIOYC Vega&
111 
..q...t.r. TIMCS":21/IteNglteIla &inn?*BELOW any other mime sewer or dealer in the world.
DO of A BICYCLE
•from .
at a., freatirOr on oly ki.d , until you have received our complete Free t data&lowness illustrating and deecrinIng every kind of high-grade and Inv v.eilasOrcycles, old patterns and latest rasileIs, and learn of our remarkable :MKSFltICES and wooden/al new offers made posainie by selling freak faciessadirect to rider with so middlemen's profi.ta.






You a Sample oft elatilsepal' LETPair foie Getty OUT THE AM
(catim W17/4 ORDER ace&
RO MORE TROVIILE FROM PUNCTURall.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
malting. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious puncture., like intentional knife ebbs, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Tbac-tsand pairs .ow In actual as Over











and "D," also rim strip "IV"to prevent Tina catalog. mils
lir. will outlast any
°make-SOFT. IlLAITICT1FMARE EIDIM61. ) ‘wlif :=;tutilflity of rubber. which Sever becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
r Made to all Mies. It le UV** and easy riding, very durable and lined in..ia.
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers statingthat their tints hamosiy been pumped up once or twice in a whole seams. They weigh no more thawsat' ordinary tire, the puncture resWing _qualities being given by several layers of thin, speciallyprepared fabric on the tread. That "Bolding Sack" erataation commonly felt when riding on asphaftor *oft roads is overcome by the patent" Smket Weave" twad which prevents all aiffrom beingssqueezed out between the tire and the raid thseeovememing all suction. The regular price of them-tires is ls so per pair, bat for advertising purposes we are making • medal factory prim te the riderof only ialio per pair. All orders shipped tame day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval..You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.We will allow • cash dlosonnt of 3 per cent (thereby making the price 04.86 per pain if you *es&You, Odillil W/T111 °sum: and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickelplated brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on fall paid orders (these metalpancture etagere to be and hi ease of iisteetionai nude cuts or heavy gears). Theo to be returns&at OUR expense if for any reason they are set satisfactory on examination.We are perfectly reliable and imeneferut to us is es safe all in a bank. A* your
PBeaker, press or Freight Agent or the teditor of this paper about us. If you orderII:alirriathese thresh you will find that They will ride easier. run faster, wear better, last longer and 1leer thee boy tire you haw state used er wen at any price. We know that you Avgt be an well pithat when you waist a Ishrycle you will givens your order. we want you to send us • smallosder at once, this remarkable tire offer.
00 AapitAiram bant,111 rw boob. sebdalials. 1/441111,5 Darts and repair.,..4
primes charged by dealers and repair men. W
_. everytaluerte bicziesugrNnDe arty vocattad ibeguey 'most halt lb
Do Dor war but write us a. pat .1,1i2y. DO NOT THINK OF' BUYIN041
evetterful agent we see talkie.. It oaly costs a 1 Ito inset everything. Write It NOW. .?
bicycle or • paired from anyone mom you k sow the new ei
IlUe WILE COIIPIJIY, Dept. r"li I" C II 101160. ILlar









Beech Walnut Elm 
Oak Blinds,Ash B Maple E R Sash, Doors,
Interior
Finish
GUM, BEECH AND OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
-Both Phones 26. • WelAre Making Very,Low Pricesion:House Bills. 438 South Second
You Can Have Two
Vacations instead
of One if you take
a KODAK
To exhibit to your friends the
•p:crures of the pleasant people you
have met and the beautiful places
you. have visited while on your va-







A number of officials of the I. C.
railway were in the city yesterday.
:minding Supt. A. H. Egan, Road-
master F. L. Thompson, Supervisor
of Tracks William McNamara, Sup-
erMsor of Buildings and Bridges W
C. Wagener. of the Louisville divi-
-3 on.
The main object of the meeting
was to discuss the handling of coal
output this winter. The decision is
amp'y prepared, and the coal will be
moved rap dly.
Excursion Rattes Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver Colorado F--prings and Pu-
eblo, COL—$36.00. On sale daily to
September .toth, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
--
Low Hlomeseekers Rates to many
points in the southwest, west ant/
points in the souhteast, west and
southewst on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Noverm.
tier ,inclusive.
Rh additional information, tickets
•etc., call on any agents of the South-
chi Railway or address,.
J. P. LOGAN, T, A., !II East
Main street. Lexington, Ky.
C. Pk MUNGERFORD, D. P. A.
-234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.





Master George, little son of Mrs.
George Wolfe, of West Jefferson




C. E. JENNINGS & CO., Agents..
Greater New York
Toilei Paper
..The best quality are. the biggest
-value offered in Paducah.
Telephone v7f r•sri let us send you
a stmnlv. Three ircfls tor ac and Poch
Mon as big ws your head.
.. We re so': agents for the
'GREATER 'JEW YORK" bratd...
L W. W kLKER CO.,
Incorporate !
DRULiGISTS,
Pim and W .Pdwa;.
• Might Bell at Side Door.
+ + + + + + + + +
+ PERSONAL NOTES. +
ti•
÷ •7' + + 4. + 1.
T. C. Da. : i,n returned from
[lardy:ell yes;
Monroe Carneal, wife and daughter,
of Grahamville, are visiting friends
in the city.
lArs. Dr. Miarhev.-.
in the city shopping.
Dr. Fred Larne, of Smithland, was
in the city yesterday.
_Mrs. Benson Long, accompanied by
her mobher, went to Louisville yester-
day.
Mies. Bennett Crane returned from
a soujourn at Cerulian Springs yester-
day.
Mrs. Acidic -Chestnut, a merchant
of Gatertsville, was in the city buy-
goods yesterday.
Charlie Pace, merchant of Scale,
Marshall county, was buying goods in
the city yesterday.
jeffin Riley, of Folsomdale. Graves
county, is in the city purchasing
goods.
Judge J. T. Webb, of Mayfield, ex-
county judge of Graves county, is in
the city on legal business.
G. 0. Duncan. secretary of the
MJayeld 'woolen mills company, and
Sam D. Clark, traveling agent for the
company, are in the city.
Charles Rutter returned from a bus-
iness viajt to Smithland yesterday.
F. M. Frahner and John Randolph,
of Louisville, are in the city.
Ernest _Lsir, of Eddyville, was a
L usings vi or yesterday.
J. D. Harvey, William M.cLaughton
and V. F. Garvin, Memphis business
men, are in the city.
C. Q, Decker WISS a Murray visitor
yestelair
Austin W. Hyde and A. E. Man-
ning. of Louisville, are in the city.
W. R. Hines, of Frankfort, is in the
city on business.
Mrs. George P. Crumbaugh, of St.
Louis, is a guest of her husband's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Crumbaugh,
of North Seventh street.
Superintendent R. H. Egan. of the
Illinois Central Railway, is in the city.
Ex-Senator N. W. Utley, of Eddy-
ville, is ,40.166o business.
Miss Anna May' Yeiser returned
from a visit to Smithland yesterday.
W. '141. Rudy has returned from
Chicago.
Mks. Sam Goodman has returned
from Chicago.
Mr. and. Mks. Harry Hinkle have
returned from Chicago.
Mk. and Mrs. John Atkins have re-
tuned from Chicago.
'Miss Fred Paxton will leave for
today.
Prof. Harry Gilbert will leave for
Dallas Friday to reside.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Griffith have
gone to St. Louis on a visit.
Dr Frank Boyd left yesterday for
Louisville for a several weeks' visit.
Miss Way Blossom Beaumont left
yesterday for her home in Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Wil Gilbert have re-
turned from Chicago.
My and Mks. George Bernhard left
yesterday for Louisville.
Misses Gertrude and Addle Pollock,
Lillie Payne, Jessie Reaves of Fulton,
of Barlow, are
KY., arrive in the city Monday after
IN making the round trip to Evansville.
%fag India Johnson and niece,
Miss India Lang, of 513 North Thir-
teenth street, left yesterday for Lou-
isville, Ky.
.Henry White, of Jackson, Tenn.,
has returned to his home after visit-
ing Mrs. Finis Lack, of 1050 Monroe
street.
Miss Julia Gosline, of Louisiana.
Mo, is visiting Mrs. S. Blanidville, of
824 Rothman street.
Sid Terrell and family have return-
ed front visiting in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Buchanan
will leave tomorrow for Marion.
Mrs. John Lenihand, of' Mayfie!,1,
Ky., who has been visiting her daugh-
ter, of 405 Twenty-first stfeet, re-
turned yesterday.
.Mliss Ethel Brooks left yesterday
for Indianapolis.
Mrs. T. J. Matlock, of Ragland, has
returned after visiting her sisters,
Kisses Ruby and Maud Canada, pf
rio3 Soit4h Third street.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L Hurley have
retusned from Livingston county.
Miss Adah Smith, of 531 North Sev-
enth street, will return today from
icago.
+ + + + + + + +
• Kentacky Flair Dates.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Kentucky State Fair, Louisy lie—
September 17-22.
Brodhead, August 15-3 days.
Mt. Oliret, August 16-3 days.
Gutherie, August 23-3 days
Nichesissyitle, August 28-3 days.
Antrit 211----4 days.
Florence, August 29...4 days.
Ewiirrg, August 31s--.3 Ivy&
Elizabethtown, latpteanber 4-3 days.
Paris, September 4-5 days.
Bardstown, Septembers-4 daYls.
Monticello, Septemiser 11-4 nays.
Glasglow, september 12-4 days.
Sebree, September 18-5-says.
Hartford. September 1e-4 day's-
Henderson, September 26-4 days.
Falmouth, Septtember 36-4 days.
Pembro4ce, September 77-*---3 days...
Ovrensboro, October 2-5 days.
Mayfield, October 3—days.
REV. CALVIN THOMPSON.
Will Return Today With His Family
From Denver.
Rev. Calvfn Thompson, pastor of
the First iBaptist church is expected
to return to the city today or to-
morrow, accompanied by his family
znd who wit make their home at
N nth and Madison streets.
Rev. Thompson who accepted the
call to the church in May deemed it
best to leave h'is family at their old
home in Denver until after the heated
term and he left here the middle of
luly on his vacation which was spent
w.th his family at Denver.
Rev. Thompson expects to fill his
pulpit Sunday, which during his ab-
sence has been filled by other Ken-
tucky pastors.
—There will be a regular meeting
of the W. C. T. U. tomalley/ after-
roon at four 9'clook.in..thai.,lecture
room of the First •Baptist -church.
—The Woman's Foreign M:ssion-
ary Society of the Broadway Metho-
dist church will meet this evening at
tour o'clock at the church.
Mrs. C. L. Van Meter has gone
to Dawson Springs to spend a week
or SO.
ALLISON CASE
Carried to Court of Appeals From
Judgment in Circuit Court.
The appeal case of Mary Allison
administratrix of H. C. Allison, vs
Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany on a life policy of $5,000 was
filed in the court of appeals yester-
day.
Suit was filed in the circuit court
which decided bhat the policy was
invalid on account of nonpayment of
premium. It was claimed that de-
ceased had paid four annual premium*
during life. He had failed to pay
the premium due in July before his
death in Fehruray, 1905.
The case was appealed on account
of the deferred payment clause in the
LOUIS RIEKE., SR.,
OUT OP DANGER
The many friends of Louis Rieke
Sr., will be glad to learn that he is
now entirely out danger and, improv-
ing as rapidly as possible under the
circumstances For several weeks the
physicians had grave fears of his re
covery.
Dr Reynolds has Moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook. the pin)-*
tographers, on South Sixth, near
Broadway.
Tebacco Graded.
Three Ilandr:d liogf..;4,60 ,to
tacco were graded yest-rday by J. T
Myles, of Mayfield, Tom Edwards
of Clarksv lie, and Buckner, of Hop- '
.•ader, for the Dark To-
bacco Growers' association.
11••••••••••■•••1•1
I Mrs. John J Dorian's school w II
'resume work Monday. ,Sept. loth
The courses include all the English
i branches, also Latin, French, Short-
hand and Bookkeeping.
I For information call at corner of
Fourth and Adams. Old 'phone 147S
++++++++++++++4 +
• POPULAR WANTS. +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 91 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempi-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third street
!low phone geoA.
FOR RENT--,Room for rent at
314 North Sixth St.
6 
QUIT JOB TO KEEP PASSES
West Burlington Qty Officials Prefltt
Favors From Railroads,
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a ao yet& Gold Pilled Case, Eight Movement, for NW-, -
A Seth Thomas Sta.00 Mantel Clock for 47-30
Roger's 1847 Knives and For, a 1st. ...  $3.45
elenuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se ta  675
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set  S1.50
Our entire line of Cut Glass at so per cent off of regular price. 6
Our Hand Painted China, fiae as any line in the city, at so per cent.'
off regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully the bargians we
are offering
A special reducti an on every art kle in our store for to days only—.
Writ* for cash—
*or repairs must give you aatis kelt*.
eyes tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. MONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
91 *ate Baperience.
new Iowa antipass law may cause 
t1e111 scribe For The Registerresignation of all city officials of WestBurlington, Iowa, Aug. 28.—TIV ..
Burlington, who as railroad employes
are entitled to passes, but as city ON
ticials are prevented from using them
in Iowa. West Burlington is made
up of railroad employes and probably
no one will want to sacrifice the right
to free passes for city office.
OPERATOR DEAD AT HIS POST
Railroad Conductor Finds Telegraph-
er Victim of Assassin's Bullet
South Bend Ind., Aug. 28.-1.10701'
Gynes of Windsor, Ont., night ()pees'
ator for the Michigan Central rail•
road at Gallen, Mich., was found dead
at his post early today by the con-
unctor of a pass.ng train. Gynes had
apparently been murdered, being shot
through the eye and breast. The mo-
tive is not known. Seventy dollars
and a gold watch which were on
Gynes' person were not touched.
DROPPED DEAD
AT HIS DESK
Lousville, Aug. a8.—Mr. J. Fen-
wick, clerk for the Louisville & Nash.
vile freight office at Ninth and
Broadway. dropped dead at his desk
at to:30 Ors morning.
Death is thought to have been due
to heart trouble.
Mr. Fenwick was at work when the
fatal attack came without warning.
TEACHER'S ELECTION.
Pupils May Select Their
Teacher.
Iron Mantels for Sale.
I have a lot or Iron mantela, taken
from the Palmer House, that will be
sold cheap. The mantes are as good





The criminal docket for the Sep-
tember term of the McCracken cit.-
1 cuit tcorut, which begins Monday twowill be small, only 75 cases, of
which are for murder. , .,
1 Dr. Vize left Monday for Union-
town to accompany his wife and chil-
dren home.
bra m L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Ag.. Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




same MINS 464-a ENIMDENICE PHONE 300
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Hone Power Motor.
s Horse Power Molter.
I 53/4 Hers. Power Ilbtor.
3 Horse Power 10,tor.
to Horse Power Motor.
I ace Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
NoveltitWorks.
111-123 North Worth Stalest
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
P ADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No.110. 203, 206 S. Third
 .dEBt
TRADEWABTER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS., NUT 11 CENTS. .;.)d
Let us call and bock you order for next winter.
West KentudIty CoalCo.
e-,1•12•,r.in Iscoriporabi
Office Second and Ohio. Bot_, Telephones24.
r
V
